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This is the substance of the series of lectures delivered
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PREFACE
There is very little to add to what I have written in the
preface to the 'Intuition of Reality' already published by the
Karyalaya.
The art of interpreting the Upanishads so as to convince
the reader that there is really a unique method adopted in these
holy revelations, has been preserved by Gau4apada and
Sarikara, whose works are fortunately still available.
I hope that this small book contains in a nut-shell the
most important principles involved in the method adopted by
the Upanishads in presenting Reality and Truth.
The last lecture contains the most important innovations
and revolutionary doctrines introduced by Post-SarikaraAdvaitins in the guise of sub-commentaries. The reader who
is interested in the subject, is referred to my Sanskrit work
'The Vediinta-Prakriya-Pratyabhijiiii'
and the English
Introduction to that publication.
Bangalore
Author
30.1.74
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The Upanishadic Approach
to Reality
I
THE WISDOM OF THE UPANISHADS·
1.

Three Varieties of approach to Vedanta

There are three original sources in Sanskrit, which a
student of Vedanta, has to consult for ' getting basic
information about the reflections of ancient seers and
sages of India on Vedanta. These are generally known by
the collective name of Prasthiina-TrayI, the triad of the
methods of approach to Vedanta.
'The Upanishads are the main springs of Vedanti~
Truth. It is from these founts, that several soul-stirring
rivulets of Smritis and Purli1).as gush forth and flow in
various directions. Their way of approach to truth, has
been called the Sruti-Prasthiina or the method of approach
through listening, because it is the one method that has
been handed down to us by an unbroken successiorl of
masters and disciples. The second is the Bhagavad Olta
composed by Bhagavan Krish1)advaipayana Vyasa in seven
hundred verses called 'the Oitiis' . It is a neat and
compact compendium of Vedantic teachings. It is Smriti
ascribed to an author (in contrast with Sruti which the
orthodox people consider to be eternal), and .may be also
called the Siidhana-Prasthiina inasmuch as it chiefly deals
with the courses of discipline neessary to train the mind
to understand the Vedantic truths. And the third is the
VediintaMlmiiIp.sii of BadarayaI.1a, which has been called
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the Nyliya-Prasthana, because the aphorisms of which it
is composed, present us with the principles of exegesis
of the two other Prasthanas.
In the following pages, it is proposed to give a
glimpse of the broad outlines of the matter and method
of the principal Upanishadic revelations as understood by
Sailkaracharya, the earliest commentator, whose writings
are yet extant.

2.

References to
Upanishads

Vidyi

and

Avidyi

in

the

There are two texts in the Upanishads themselves
wherein Vidyli (wisdom) and Avidyli (nescience) are
referred to in general terms :
(~) ~ ~ ~ 31fcmT ~

';l

~ ~

rc.f.ilifl~;f .,flq4;d4lFit";f ~ cnrqr ~~ II

'ifiT. ~-"'.
"Wide apart are these two, mutually contradictory, ways
moving in opposite directions - to wit, Avidya (nescience) and that
whicb1!i known as Vidya (wisdom). I regard thee, Nachiketas, as one
longing for Vidya ; for the very many objects of pleasure, have not
enticed thee."
Ka. 2-4.

Here, Mrityu, the God of death, is referring to
wisdom as the means to the Good ( ~:) in contrast to
Nescience which leads to attachment to the pleasant (Wf:).
(~) tt'Fl. ilql'~c1lq<cll~'{:~-qt'Ql~ l";ffif: q(q{{ftfflll

-a dqi{<Hl@Ji ~";f: rnn 'tfts{:a:tlQ;qfc4tllttl: -qt'tfR dt<ttfftfa II
1f.. ~-",

t.

"He said to them : 'This much alone I know (regarding) this
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Higher Brahman; There is -nothing beyond this'. They worshipfully
replied 'Thou art indeed our father, for thou hast taken us across
nescience to the other shore'.
Pro 6-7, 8.

Here Sukesa and the other disciples, already
conversant with the knowledge (the art of meditation) of
th.e Lower Brahman, express their gratitude to PippaUlda,
who has now initiated them into the wisdom of the
Higher Brahman, which abolishes' nescience for good.
3. Brahma-Vidyi
The Upanishads are never tired of extolling this
wisdom as the culmination of all knowledge vouchsafed
to seekers. Here are some texts of this type :(~) ~ ~~: ~ fcf~ q;ijf ~ f i I
~~ ti4f'ctallllf(tEOIQQqfl4 ~6OjSlIl4 ~ II

~. ~-~-~.

"Brahman was born as the fIrst of the Devas, the producer of
the universe, and protector- of the world. He conununicated the
Brahma-Vidyii, the foundation (or the goal) of all branches of knowledge, to Atharva, his eldest SOD."
Mu. ] -1-J .

In the above-cited text, we are told that the
knowledge of Brahman is the foundation of all branches
of learning. The latter are useful only in so far as they
lead the seeker to this ultimate wisdom.

(~) ~

'( t

~~ f~~~qti* ~ I

~~~~~~II~~~-~

fcftt ~ 1fa '( ~ l4C(9t$f~~ ~ 1RT ~ ~

II mJTtro

~~:~s~:n~~~lRl
~
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f

~
~
q"5IqqCht:qif:~p,

~

q"ld4F.i

a«41flujql«\ I A....:
I'"I~ fini
..... ~ --e....:
ttq"1Q 'J1D1Ai
~ ','"

qftqt€lRl

tiro:

~. ~-~-l, 'It, ~, ,.

II

"Saunaka, the famous great house-holder approached Ailgiras
in accordance with the direction of the Satra, and enquired 'What
is that, 0 revered sir. which being known, all this becomes
known ?'
To 1llm, Ailgiras said: 'There are two Vidyas to be known as
the knowers of Brahman say ; to wit, .the Para (Higher) and the
Apara (Lower). Of these, the lower (Vidya) consists-of the ~gveda,
the Yajurveda, the Samaveda, and the Atharvaveda; the Sikshi
(Orthography), the KsJps (the code of rituals), VyaJcarlqls
(Grammar), Niruktam (Etymology) Chandas (Prosody), and Jyotishas
(Astronomy). And now for the Para (Higher Vidyi). It is that by
which the Akshara (the imperishable Reality) is known. (The Akshara
which is) unperceivable. ungraspable, without any source or origin,
without properties, without the organ of sight or of hearing, without
bands or feet, eternal. diverse, all-pervading, extremely subtle and
undecaying; that which, discerning persons, see everywhere. as the
Mu. 1-1-3. 4, S, 6.
cause of all beings."

We learn from this text that the Higher knowledge
or Supreme Wisdom of Reality which is absolutely
devoid of all specific features and yet the source of all
beings, knowing which one would have known the
essence of everything else.
(~)

~II

O(J

aql<t(lqJlI~ ~¥i

¥i

~ qdq~ ..,d

'8f. '-~-l .

"Have you enquired after that teaching by the attainment of
which, all that is not listened about or studied becomes studied ; that
is not reflected upon, becomes reflected upon, and all that is not
understood becomes understood ?"
Ch. 6-1-3.

Here also we are told that knowing the Pure Being
or Brahman woUld result in the knowledge of the essence
of evefything.
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4.

Relevance
of
Practical Life

Vedintic

to

Knowledge

It is this Brahma-Vidya that the Upanishads are
mainly concerned with. In the following pages, we are
going to make an attempt to consider -how, according to
Saiikara, the Upanishads are to be interpreted in order to
ascertain the natur~ of this Vidya, its means and the
effect on the life of those who have succeeded in
attaining it.
In the meanwhile, it would be of interest to ponder
over the relevance of Vedantic knowledge to the practical
life ' of mankind in our own times. Some of us may be
apt to think that, in view of the rapid march of
civilization hand in hand with the progress of discoveries
and inv~tions of physical science, catering to the needs
and comforts pf people, the modem man is none the
worse for the lack of acquaintance with the antiquated
Upanishadic thought. But even a superficial study of the
human situation at present, would reveal that our
civilization which is so much boasted of, is no matter for
pride. The Upanishads loudly proclaim :-

~~~~~~S~:I
(ft·~ ~NlftttliiUR1 ~*"lf1'S~\iAT: II
lS

t

1.

"Births fit for Asuras, enveloped in blinding darkness - to these
(births) verily they repair after departing, whosoever slay the Atman."
{sa 3.

Owing to the fault of not knowing the real Xtman,
man is constantly resorting to the round of births and
deaths; but modern mankind would appear to have reached
the stage of developing a number of races of Asuras or
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selfish human beings who are afflicted with internecine
and international wars, and groups consisting of
individuals jealous and hypocritical, engaged in covertly
exploiting one another and at the same time claiming to
help and co-operate with their neighbours. Desire and
greed of man have now risen to such a pitch, that 'the
Oreat Powers' so called, have competitively piled up an
appalling quantity of nuclear weapons, w1!ich may incite
anyone of the numerous international powers to unleash
a new world-war which could wipe off the whole of
humanity on the surface of the earth ! What is all this
but slaying not only the real universal Atman, but also
the assumed Atmans that we pretend to be in empirical
life?

The Smriti says :..~ ijOflQI(41I1Q ..... "UllftmiW I

ftw ~ ';f "fiW 'qf1f ~SSt..uq'If\GiI

II

IIHe who takes himself or pretends to be, what he is really not,
wlutt sins has such thief not committed seeing that he has stolen his
tJWn reat self 1"

But this is just what most of the modem human
beings have been doing, making a show of what they are
really not even to themselves. In family life, education of
the young, in social life, or in the production of food and
other necessities of life, in economic and political
transactions, education, - nay, in every walk of life, man
is pretending to behave in a way never fitting in with his
real nature and deceiving himself no less than his
Ulociltes I
This stealth and slaughter of one's individual self, so
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rampant in the modem world, is the abnonnal outcome
of human selfishness due to an innate ignorance and
misconception of Brahman, the genuine Self of all.
5.

Qualification necessary for attaining Vidya

The reader will have seen by now that BrahmaVidya taught in the Upanishads is neither the result of
some idle speculation, nor something of mere antiquarian
interest. It is of immense practical use in shaping human
character, and no one who has undergone the rigorous
course of discipline recommended in the Upanishads, can
ever hope to attain this wisdom. The following extracts
should suffice to convince anyone of the earnestness
with which this indispensable preparation has been stressed
in these writings :( ~) ';fTfq(ffi ~nRll '1I'Q i ul1a: I
'111(II"dql'1ij~

m

Slijtl~~",ql'l41{ II

"No one who has not desisted from bad conduct, no one who
has no self-control and no one whose mind is not steady and
unruilled, can attain this (Atman) through (this) wisdom."
Ki. 2-24.

(~)

~~ Cfiiffital"(1QfUit
r.t~«qjClIi1I'E'('q,a: ~ I
a1t;ijtl'1ld 1f !1{ii\q'jf\c i l i i {

'Eliltt'ufbl: ~ it ..f!t6CS,(1I

'5. ~-~-,~~.

"Having examined (the transient nature ot) worlds attainable by
the perfonnance of (the various) karmas, a Brlhnllu,la should become
dispassionate, seeing that the unartificial cannot be produced by
some means (undertaken), For a direct intuition of That, he should
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respectfully approach with Samid (Sacrificial fuel) in hand, a
preceptor who ~ versed in the lore of Srutis and devotedly staying
in Brahman.
Mu. 1-2-12.

(~) .,iA'lIiOijii1 ~ .,i!f'lii4ifti iitdi1 tn~: II

~~'1RT ~~tm~ I
~1fi1'mr":~~: II

i'. ~-~~,

~~.

"(This wisdom) is not to be transmitted to one who has not
controlled his mind, nor to anyone other than a son or a genuine
disciple.
These truths that have been narrated here, reveal themselves to
that high-minded one who has developed supreme love for God, and
as much love for the precepft)r as for God."
Sve. 6-22, 23.

"Of this wisdom concentration, self-control, and Vedic Kanna,
are the foothold ; so are the Vcdas and their subsidiary branches of
learning. Truth is its abode."
Ke. 4-8.
(~)

~ e1UCQi4iji

$\t amqr

+iAta'i~" qdur ~ I
''This At1nan is to be attained through constant truthfulness, by
concentration, by sound knowtedge and by (a vow of) Brahmacharya
(Abstinence from sensual pleasure)."
Mu. 3-1-5.

6. Fruits of Srahma-Vld>:1
And now for the immediate fruits of this Vidya
The following two verses declare that the attainment
of intrinsic immortal nature. is the foremost of such

results :-
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(~) ~~~1iiJ1U~~1fc{tm: I

aw ~S1ffft ~ 1m ~ II
~~~~~:I

aw ~S1ffft 'tq~diq"IN31lIl'Et'1'l1i

'iIiT. ~-~)C, ~t...

"When all the desires seated in the heart drop off, the mortal
being becomes immortal and attains Brahman here and now. When
the knots of the heart are untied here, then and there, the mortal
being becomes immortal. Only thus much is all the teaching."
Ka. 6-14, 15.

That is to say, when all misconceptions due to want
of discrimination, have been removed for good, there
would be no room for any proneness to good or bad
deeds entailing successive births and deaths. The moment
Avidya is wiped off by Vidya, one comes to know that
one has been always the one inmost Atman without a
second.
(~) ~ ,«cUI~N8ti~~: I

~~~~~~ II

~. ~-~-t.

"The knot of the heart, is untied, all doubts are solved, and
all Karmas of this (seeker) waste away, when that which is both
higher and lower has been intuited."
Mu. 2-2-8.

When Brahmaq wJ:Pc~ has manifested Itself as both
the cause and the effe~t, is recognized as one's own Self,
all one's nescience, desire and Karmas (the cause of
repeated re-incarnation) vanish altoge~er.
(~)

(fSf

cit . : 1f;': •

i(ifi('djQ3qll'4d: II

1. \S.

"'What delusion, what lamentation could there be to one who
has recognized the Absolute- Unity 7"
Ii&. 7.
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(~) ~ ¥tRdt:flq1414 Cflm: '1fTt ~ ~ {i'1<llqj{: II

'Uf. ,,-~~-~.
«To that (Narada) whose passion for (outward objects) had
been completely washed off, the revered Sanatkumara, now pointed
out fhe other shore of darkness (of ignorance)."
Ch. 7-26-2.

All ignorance and outward proclivities of tpe mind,
disappear the moment one intuits Brahman as one's own
self.

(~)

wt "' qrq ";f (flIftr

I ~~ ~ I ~

~4fl1ftr I "u"ff~~~~ I ~~l@
~~ 1"ff~~11

~. ~-,.

"This one, indeed, the remorse 'Why did I not do a good
deed ?, Why did I commit sin ?' does not afflict at all, (this one)
who bows Brahman ; He knows thus, regards both of these as
Atman. Aye, this one verily regards both of these as Atman, (this
TaL 2-9.
one) who knows Brahman thus."

(~) "U CfT~ ~ amqr~SlfU~S'1lit 'Qf I

~ -a ~ 11" -a 1t1f 'lCIftr"ff ~ ~ II

,.

~-~-~~.

"This (Vijiilinatman), indeed. is really the great, unborn, Atman,
never aging, undying, inunortal Brahman. Brahman is well known to
be fearless ; he who knows this, becomes verily the fearless Brahman."
Br. 4-4-25.

(") ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: {icfqcU~a~ra II
If. ~-~~.
"He who knows that Imperishable (Brahman), 0 my dear
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young man, that omniscient person, enters verily into the
All."
Pra. 4-11.

(t,) ~ ~ " ~ ~ 'Qr ~ lIlftcf ~ I "t1\4liililltt(

~ ~ I <Rftf Wei; <Rftf ~ ~'IQf.(j~ ~S1fM
~. ~-~-,.

'IJCIftf II

"He who knows that Supreme Brahman, indeed becomes that
very Brahman. No one who does not know Brahman, would be bom
in his line. He crosses over grief, he crosses over all sin ; becoming
free from all knots of the heart, he becomes immortal."
Mu. 3-2-9.

"He enters into Atman as Atman, whosoever knows this."
Ma. 12.

II
PRACTICAL LIFE CONFINED TO THE
SPHERE OF AVIDYA
1. Brahman, the Cause of the Universe
The Upanishads make use of the concept of caU$e
as generally recognized in 'Common life. and making it a
device for teaching the sale reality of Atman, they lead
the enquirer to the intuition of Atman, the one metaphysical Entity without a second. Thus in the ChiI1d6gya,
Uddiilaka starts with a question addressed to his son, who
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has just returned from his teacher's academy, proud of his
learning after having undergone a course of instruction
for twelve years
~ -mr
-'..3 ~

d"lI~$(I"ISUe:cn ~¥
'q1Tq: "{:f

~

¥

~

aFlwqlOt"ll;fl
..

~W«f
....

~ "Id"l~ii1j(i ~ii1ldfqfa I ~ 1

'1CRftftr II

'Uf. ~ - ~ - ~.

''0 Svetaketu, my dear boy, now that you are thus proud and
conceited. considering thyself well-read, you have probably enquired
about that teaching, by virtue of which even the unstudied becomes
studied, even what is not reflected upon becomes reflected upon, and
even that which is not ascertained becomes ascertained ? And
Svetaketu, asks with swprise : 'What possibly, sir, could that teachCh. 6-1-3.
ing be like ?"

Uddalaka, now explains the nature of that teaching
by means of some illustrations. The following is a
specimen :-

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ flIl'lwql(Ufoj
~~ ~C\)~q ~ II

'Uf. ~-~-)S'.

"Just as, my dear boy, everything made of clay, becomes
known by the knowledge of a single lump of clay, - all effect being
mere play of words and only .~ name, and what is called clay, is
the only real thing.... "
Ch. 6-1-4.

Similar illustrations of an ingot of gold and a pair
of nail-cutting scissors, are also adduced to show how in
each case, the so-called effects are in their essence the
material cause only, and consequently the cause is the
only reality underlying all effects.
2. Causality employed as a device to teach Reality
This device of teaching that Brahman is the material
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caU3e of all the universe, has been used in most of the
Unanishads merely to show that while the· effc.:ts in
',:mp1rical life, are treated to be real in the sense f :l ;.t they
possess seme causal efficiency, causality from :he tran.scendental view, is really the outcome of ignorance, and
th.at the ultimate cause Brahman or Atrnan alone is the
only Reality. It is for this reason that Bad~ayaI).a defines
Brahman as ~ ~:' (,q.. ~ ~-~-~) 'That which is the
cause of the origin, sustentation and dissolution of the
universe', and finally abrogates all causality in the aphorism :

"They are not different, because of the Sruti teachiI.j'; t'J 3 cl led
as a mere play of words and for other reasons."
.-:' 2 1·· g ,

Sailkara explains this as follows : "As a '~).p i:t.~j of
i1ct, there is no such thing as what is called itt... effect.
For, it is unreal, befug a mere piay of words, a mere
name .... Here the other reasons referred to by the word
~:, shouid be explained by quoting the type of texts
teaching the unity of Atman, such as •All this has for its
essence this Pure Being. That alone is real, That is really
the real Atman, That thou art' (Ch. 6-8-7), 'All this is
really this Atrnan' (Bf. 2-4-6), 'All this is Brahman alone'
(Mu. 2-2-11), 'All this is exclusively Atman' (Ch. 7-252), 'There is no difference here whatsoever' (Bf. 4-4-19).

3.

No Practical Life when the Unity of Atrl\an has
been intuited

There is a text in the BfhadaraI)yaka Upanishad in
which it is declared that all our practical life involving
functions of the organs of sense, as well as activities

14
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involving the functions of the organs of activity, is possible only in the field of duality due to ignorance :-

~1t~ cqqftr~~~~~~
~~~~'d<qf\tq~fa~~ ~~~

~~~~~~~;~~
e4ql~qfi1<l ~ ci;

'R4fl=1 ci; ~ ~ "iii

Hf4'd~ot

Cflqf\tq~'d~ot ci; ~'!1(U'd~ot ci; ~ ~ ci; 'E1~'d~ot ci;

rq\ijI:ft<tltJ~~ ~ ~ tf ~ ~\ij1;ft1l1C( II

,~ ~-~ - ~~.

"Where there is duality, as it were, there one sees another,
there one smells another, there one tastes another, there one speaks
to another, there one listens to another, there one thinks on another,
there one touches another, there one understands another. Where,
how~er, everything has be~ome Atman alone, there who can possibly see another and with what ? There who can smell whom and
with what ? There who can taste another and with what ? There who
can speak to whom and with what ? There who can listen to whom
and with what ? There who can think on whom and with what ?
There who can touch whom and with what ? There who can
understand whom and with what ? Him with whose consciousness
one understands all this, with what can one understand Him ?"
Br. 4-5-15.

We are all familiar with the first step of this reasoning, for every one is familiar with practical life permeated
by duality. The universe before us is pluralistic, and as
Sruikara describes it, it is differentiated into names and
forms, and is the field of a number of agents of this
action, who are experiencers of the fruits of actions. (~
;;pm: ~ ~, ~",~ij!itiW), and is the scene of
actions whose fruits are produced and invariably
determined by place, time and regulated by causes
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(lOIfttf.l<ia~i(Iq;ll!1f.1fi:1~Pst>qI4'l1!11~). But how do we know that
where there is Atman alone, there is no room for practical
life involving the relation of subject and object, that there
is a state wherein there is no knower, no means of
knowledge or any knowable object ? The Brhadarat}.yaka
refers us to a state which is universally experienced. This
is the state of deep sleep where one has no desires, and
sees no dream (~~':f~lIiPf~':f~~~ II
,. )(-~-~~n. The text showers the highest encomiums on
this state in the following lines :-

cmJ 3f~d~fd'i%9"<' 3fqijaqliXiIS~ ~ , tmlfT ~
~

e'4fttlC.1't61

mt-u~

"Of

'iI11i

ei14fttlC.1ml

"Of

~ ~ "iHt<liqQqI4 ~:

'iI11i

~ ~

"OfRIt cmJ

"Now this nature of the person is beyond all desire, where sin
is done away with and where it is free from fear. Just as one
embraced by one's spouse, is aware of neither outside nor inside,
this Purusha (man) is aware of neither outside nor inside, being
flTOlly embraced by the intrinsically conscious Atman. This form of
his, is one where all desires have been fulfilled, where Atman alone
is all desires, and which is absolutely free from all desires, free from
all grief."
Br. 4-3-21.

But, one might naturally ask, how is this a state
where everything has become Atman ? How do we know
that the knower, (knowing self) is present there ?
Whoever knew anything at all in deep sleep? To this the
Sruti replies
.

~ ~ fcRr=nftf ~
Fct~IS1~~t1aFctq~cfl

-a

~ fcRr=nftf "Of

fcr@ffisfc4·t1f1I(qI~

!I

fW

dl\cft4Qfl{j
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'1'hat one does not know (anything) there as is well kriown,
means that being certainly a knower, he does not know; for there
can be no destruction of the knowing (nature) of the knower, for it
is indestructible; only there is no second thing distinot from him
which he could know."
Br. 4-3-30.

4.

Grief and Delusion are sure to be experienced
wherever there is duality.

On the other hand, we have examples to certify that
there are sure to be effects of A vidya (ignorance)
wherever there is even a semblance of duality. A text
thus describes such effects of Avidya experienced in a
dream:
~~~~~:~~I

.~:liJ~\iJ'5~cufli 'Pnf.r~1I ,. ~-~-r~.
"In the dream state, this Deva (the shining one), is confronted
with upI and downs, assumes a number of forms. He feels as though
he were (actually) delighting in the company of women, or as though
he were laughing, and even as though he were confronted with
frightful thing•. "
Br. 4-3-13.

Another text says :-

~~ "''''C'4 "<ftqIRl'4~~q ~~ II

'Ui. ~-~o-~.
"They do kill him, as it were, chase him, as it were, (be)
becomes experiencer of something unpleasant, as it were, and he
even weeps, as it were."
Cb. 8-10-2.

Evidently, even seeming duality leads to
of the effects of AvidyL

experience~
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Reasoning adopted in the Upanishads

It will be observed that the Upanishads do not resort
to mere speculation or syllogistic reasoning in convincing
the enquirer of the Unity of. Atman. They merely appeal
to the several states of consciousness and show how we
do have insight of states where there is Atman by Himself free from all duality and where we are il;lentical .with
that non-dual Atman free from all the ills of mundane
life. The argument pursued in this chapter, may he ·:.Jest
summed up by quoting an extract from Satikara:s Sfitra'"
Bhashya :

?!(tf:rltfta

~

11;(

-m-Sl'4qi~i~·USS~

t<tctj9{l!<GIO(jan{i't~fta<a<&4~"i()t(

~S'1:eti.idCEi'(,

~ ~ Slq'liiqqf{('E4I~" ~ m : r.t6&cQ;aH4«itc1CEi\ I
~ iUilSlitqcqlt( Cfiilfc:t;j(UIi=t~CEi~i~'1 iCiI&:fft.'<cti: ~~:II
"For it is the reason offered by Sruti itself that is resorted ,to
here, as being subservient to intuitio!"J, reasoning of the following
type for instance: (1) Dre~.al and waking lose their identity, each of
them when the OthC:f appears ~.'ld so Atman is not followed up by
the defects of either, and inasmuch as the individual self is freed
frC'll all multiplicity and becomes one with the Atman as Pure
Being, he is really of the Nature of Pure Being devoid of all
multiplicity. (2) The manifold world being born from Brahman, is
really not other than Brahman according to the principle- of the nondifference of the effect from the cause."
S. Bh. 2-1-6, pp. 188, 189
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III
THE NATURE OF VIDYA
AND AVIDYA
1.

Unjustifiable clinging to the not-self, is Avidya

The word 'A vidyii' in Sanskrit, literally means not
knowing a thing correctly and wrongly taking a thing to
be what it is not. Naturally, doubt also has to be included
in what we understand to be 'not knowing', for the
moment we know a thing correctly, all doubts about it
disappear for good. In Vedanta, as understood by SaIikara,
however, it is chiefly misconception that is understood to
be signified by the word Avidya ; for, that is the direct
source of the evils of mundane life. Accordingly, the
Sruti describes the unjustifiable clinging to the not-self on
the part of those that do not know the truth of their Self,
as follows
1f CIT ~ 1m rct~t1'1q41 ~: S1lulq(F#:q~:
~: 'iftlci'jqli: ~ ~ 31ICfiIi(lqli~'1{tq4l~:

~~;

~~

~~'flfqcr;

~

~t1~d~«Ui4l~ ~ ~ ~ a'fl oqcffir ~
~fI!i:cfqra ~ "qJ1ft ~ ~: ~ q;1furr ~ 1Jftr:

~ 13ItR~:~~~~1f~oqcffir

d&i§.qqfd 4dfi§ifqRllR'A ~ ~ ~ d~H1q@i~ II
, . "-,,-,,, 'qT. '~~.

''Now, this Atman who is verily Brahman, is imbued with the
intellect, imbued with thought, imbued with the vital force, imbued
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with the organ of sight, imbued with the organ of hearing, imbued
with the elemental earth, imbued with the elemental water, imbued
with the elemental air, imbued with the elemental ether, imbued with
the elemental light, imbued with desires, imbued with desirelessness,
imbued with wrath, imbued with absence of wrath, imbued with
virtue and .imbued with vice, imbued with everything - that is to say,
itnbued with this or imbued with that. As he does, and as he
behaves, so he becomes. Doing a good deed, he becomes good ; and
doing an evil deed he becomes vicious. He becomes .good through
virtuous act and sinful through vice. And others say : 'This Purusha
is imbued exclusively with desire. With whatever desire he is beset,
he wills according to it ; whatever be his will, he engages himself
in accordance with that, and attains the result accordingly."
Br. 4-4-5, p. 913

The passage cited above sets forth vividly the details
of the results of one's Avidya, or identification with this
not-self, and the inevitable consequence thereof. This error
of wrong identification, enslaves a man, and overpowered
by desire,. he inclines to act, and falls into the pit of
repeatedly experiencing pleasure or pain accordingly.

2. The Result of Kama, or hankering after Objects
Here is a Mantra describing the effects of desire

~~~I~~:~~~~~
r.t-h6Q'E4 I ~ CfiQ ol'Ed'E4 ~f(;t~tJ Cfi~~~'ll d~I~CfiIt(

~~'Cfi1fur~1 cfIlQ~ql'1: II

"To this effect \s this Mantra : That surely he arrives at, to
which the Lirlga (the subtle body), the mind of his has been attached.
Having exhausted the result of whatever karm"'a he has done here,
he comes back from that world to this world for doing further work.
So much for one who is given to desire."
Br. 4-4-6, .p. 916
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Freedom from desire is the only path to attain
Brahman

Avidya or identification with the not-self leads to
Kama (desire) and Karma. And conversely, when wisdom
dawns, and desirelessness ensues, one naturally rests in
one's own nature as Brahman, and as a result, all
transmigratory life <;ames to an end. We shall now quote
some texts which declare this tr~th. First of all the sequel
of the BrihadaraQ.yaka text quOted in the pl evious
paragraph de~erves citation here :
(~) ·~+~IC6lqf.t4Fi'j ~s'~7lr f ·,a:f)jq ~ atl('qC6Iai1
';{ '(R:lf llJU1T c~

ricr lFl ~ I:

' ''And now for a person who does not desire (external objects).
He has no desire, free from all desires, has attained all desires, and
to him, Atman is all the desired objects. His Pr8t.188 (organs) do not
depart. Being Brahman Itself, he is merged in Brahman."
Br. 4-4-6, p. 916

Transmigration from body to body, takes place only
in the case of one who on account of ignorance, is
subject to desire and kanna. ;But one who has intuited
one's eternal artilimic na~ has no .vause to be moved
by desires or to act whicl1 (desire or act) is the only
reason why one transmigrates.
(~) ~"ri~lfiTtIT-q~~~: I

~~s,m 'l'nQQr~1ftr II
, . 't-'t-\9, '"CIT. '~o.
"When all the desires that stick to his heart are released, then
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immediately the mortal (man) becomes immortal, and he attains
Brahman in this very life."
Br. 4-4-7, p. 920

Evidently', it is only the desires of the mind that
make a person bound to the aggregate of body and senses
which are subject of pleasure and pain. But when he
is detached from the body on account of Wisdom
(Vidya) :(~) ~sl1~~;ft ~ l{6T ~ t14lftqq~~
~~S~lljq:(I:8(1S1Ff: ri~~~ II

1. )C-)C-\9, "qT.

'~o.

"Just as the lifeless slough of a snake which is cast off would
lie in an ant-hill, so does this body lie. Henceforth this (knower) is
bodiless, immortal, PraQa, Brahman alone, Light alone."
Br. 4-4-7, p. 920.

A person is embodied merely because of his
ignorance, but the moment he realizes his Brahmic.
nature, he comes to see that he has been always the Real
Brahman which never had a body.
()C) ~ :(1tl{sq"1q~sqqMd'll

"Having intuited the unembodied Atman within the bodies, the
same changeless One within (the bodies which are) ever-changing,
having intuited Him as the Great and Pervading One, the wise one
Kil. 2-22.
never grieves."

''Without Prlfu.as (organs), without mind, pure, beyond the
Akshara (undifferentiated seed of the universe) the Highest."
Mu. 2-1-2.
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The Absolute Atman has no body or organs, though
ignorant people suppose that they are beings with body,
mind and senses.
4.

Avidya defined by Sailkara

Sri Sailkara defines what exactly is meant by Avidya
and Vidya in the following sentences and brings it home
to Us how Avidya is the only source of all evils of
mundane life and how Vidya leads to the attainment of
Brahman :-

"Now this superimposition (of the self and the not-self on each
other), the wise consider to be Avidya. And the ascertainment of the
Intro. SBh.
true nature of Reality as It is, they call Vidya."

(~)

~'I~eq'1ltct~

'~t

'flIltct!F.;(J-c:UII

dd'E<'lct"4'1I~ "U'f:, dNft'tql~ ~:, dS+'u«~IC( ~ ~ ,~qqifq'1"d~~~:

liaa:

~ ";f: ~: I d~q44ul

34n-@n(J'I'''I~~ f4 5t(iq~fCi ~

1ftf

~ ~ II

~ q. ~-~-~, "lIf. ,~.

!!iqltllifd4

~

"Avidya is the idea of self-identification with not-selves such
as body, thinking <I am verily this'. From this (Avidya), results one's
attachment for the respect to be shown to these, and dislike for their
being disrespected or otherwise disregarded.
When one becomes aware of ·the destruction of the body, fear
and delusion rear up ; this series of evils with its infinite varieties,
is so well known. to all of us. It is stated in this context that <this
Support of heaven and earth is to be reached by those who are free
from these evils such as Avidya."
SBh. 1-3-2, p. 95.
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~II
"All the Vedantas (Upanishads) are begun. to show how the
Wisdom of the Unity of Atman is to be attained for getting rid of
this source of all evils."
Intro. SBh.

5.

How man transcends embodiedness ?

'1Dis 'Samprasiida' (Jiva), rising above this body, comes into
being in his own nature, that is the Supreme Person (Uttama Purusha)."
Ch. 8-12-3.

This is a text from the Chandogya, which relates
how a person is in a for~ guise as long as he has
identified himself with the body, and how, transcending
it, he reattains his own nature as Brahman. the Supreme
Light SaIikara says ",~ifil~a'MI~UI ~~ ~ '"4 I'
It is only through discrimination and want of discrimination that Atman is 'without a body' or 'has a body'. In
the very introduction to his Siitra-Bhashya, that Acharya
writes :aqdqrt.€ii@4ql(Cfl1l(CfoOf{o«t(Jf4IU ~ ~

l('q'fUf-

ij~i4oqqtU(J ~ a~IN ~:, ~ "'it ~
rc.f'Ulfa~l1~iijq(JfOl II

attztl(1'tI&f,(1IT. ~.

"Now, it is this mutual superimposition of the Self and notSelf, called Avidya; that all conventions of means of right-knowledge
and their objects, secular or Vedic, obtain in life ; and so do the
sistras devoted to the treatment of injunction, and prohibition as also
to Final Freedom."
Intro. SOh. p. 2.
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In answer to a question as to how all conventions
of Pramal.1as presuppose this Avidya of the nature of this
mutual superimposition, Sailkara writes :-

~R41fe:~ 31ti'1'1If\t'1H<ffHFE4

l1I'1lqt'CIljQqJl

l1Ifft!ijQQ~: II

1I'1=fTOT-

31. 'tT.

"This is so because Pramat[Utva (or being a cognizer who
undertakes to know something) is impossible for one who does not
treat the body as 'me' and the senses and other instruments as 'mine'
and in the absence of Pramatrutva the Pram8{!as (or valid means of
right-knowledge) cannot function at all."
Intro. SBh.

Looking upon oneself as embodied through ignorance, then is, according to the Upanishads, the very
foundation of all practical life, secular or Vedic.

IV
THE LANGUAGE AND STYLE
OF THE UPANISHADS
INTRODUCTION
Those who would try to ascertain the teaching of the
Upanishads, have to equip themselves not only with the
principles of exegetics relating to textual criticism and of
the .principles of the method adopted, but also make
themselves familiar with the language and style adopted
there.
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Introductory Narratives

Frequently, truths concerning meditation and
knowledge are introduced through certain narratives in the
shape of conversations, discussions or debates or
instructions by spiritual teachers to their disciples or dear
relatives who are interested in the subject.
Th~ bearing of these introductory narratives on the
subject matter to be discussed will have to be understood
for the right understanding of the subject matter in each
case. The dialogue between BaUilci and Ajatashatru
(Br. 2-1), the conversation among the three experts in the
Udgitha - doctrine (Ch. 1-8), the debate between each of
theleamed BrahmaI)as and Yajiiavalkya in lanaka's
sacrifice (Br. chapter three), the questions by the six
disciples answered by Pippalada in the Prashna,
Yajiiavalkya's initiation of Maitreyi in the BrihadaraI)yaka,
and VaruI)a's teaching to his dear son Bhrigu in the
Taittinya, are some of such narratives.

2.

The word Upanishad
First of all, the student should note that the word

'Upanishad' itself is used in four different senses. In the

first place (1) it may denote a doctrine :~ (ltilqr~qt( ~ ~ ~ cHt~"1I{'H!I:'q)RJtfd

e~4~~"1 ~~~~ Ii

9f. ~-~-,",.

"This is the Upanishad (lusti ve faith or doctrine) of the Asuras,
that they embellish the corpse of a departed person with food,
clothes and ornamentation etc. and by. this means they believe they
are going to gain that other world."
Ch. 8-8-5.

(2) Another meaning of the word is 'name', a
significant name :-
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df'ilqr.t"t(~~f~ lR~~ftnn1JfT" ~ ~ ~ II

,. ~-~-~o.
'~is (Upanishad) name is Satyasya Satyam (the real of the
r&d). The Pril,las are well-known to be Satya (real). He is the Real
of that real."
Br. 2-1-20.

(3) Secret is another
example in :-

significat~on

of the word, as for

··Such is the secret (teaching)."

Tai. 2-9, 3-10.

(4) This word, however, mainly signifies the wisdom
concerning Brahman. As Sailkara explains in his Bhashya
on the Kathaka Upanishad :~ ~ ~.!ffiiji$~"C4~ct&JIl: lRf aqf.t"~litfi
qQQQIUI(!1"Uli ~~oqtp:qt an.66dC41 ~~t
~6jIQfiijt!iI~:

:ijijl(all"lfi4

~

~

~"'I~I'1It( -

~~"'ltN)~'" fQn~~ I ......
(~) 'icih61lt~6jUii"llU ~ ~ 1m ~ "if 1m

'IQ~ct~'" ~~ aqr.."5Qt~ II

31'f. Cfi1(5i$', 'lIT. ~\9.

"Wisdom is called •Upanishad', because the derivative meaning
of the word is, that it shatters, kills oi- destroys the seed of Smpsara
such as Avidya (ignorance) pertaining to those seekers of final
release, who devoid of thirst for enjoying objects seen (in this world)
and heard of (as being in the other world), approach the wisdom to
be hereinafter explained, and persevering to contemplate on it with
continued devotion to it. ... or (2) it is called • Upanishad', because
of its derivative meaning that it leads the seekers to the Highest
Brahman by taking them to Brahman."
Ka. Bh. Intro.
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The Bhashya on the MUI).Q.aka also explains the word
Upanishad as applied to Brahma-vidya very much like the
above-cited passage. As for the treatise dealing with this
subject, Sailkara says :U4!H41fq ~ d'iU<tiflqq~: '~"f{dl\ 'titlfC::C4t( II
Cf;T.

'IT.

~.,

'111'.

'-\~.

"The work dealing with it also, may be called by that name
(Upanishad), because it is meant for teaching that wisdom. The usage
of the word in such a secondary meaning is justified by such
statements as 'Ghee is verily life' ."
Ka. Bh. Intro. p. 58.

3.

The Use of Illustrations

There are a number of examples taken from common
life to illustrate the truth relating to transcendental Reality.
Of course, it goes without saying that these examples are
adduced just to make the student convinced of the truth
only in so far as some point of comparison, is concerned.
For example :(~)

't(tfl

~dl'1qcUe.!iI~jOij'~'i¥,qra ~ (?jqUjf11fa

qGqI~I::qlqf6 ~ (?jqulf'ititOijIC::I::q,qfa ~ (?jC4 urrqfa II

~. ~-~~-~.

In this example, Uddalaka illustrates how salt dissolved
in water, can neither be perceived with the eye. nor felt
by touch and yet by sipping it with the tongue, one can
very well be convinced that it is there in every drop of
it. The point of comparison intended, is of course that
Atman as Pure Being can be intuited directly even while
He is not perceivable by the senses. The example of a
lump of salt, is given in the Brihadarru:tyaka in another
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context to illustrate the nature of Atman :-

(~) ~ ~ ~""4~f&~ ~ 1Imf a~CifI~~I~dl4d

";f

ijlft7l\.1'I~UIl4~ ~ I ~ 4d'R'CfI~~d ~~ul~aci err OR ~

Q''4.dQ "fOijQQI(

~ ~

1@"~~: ~

dl~qljfq"f(4ra -;r ~ :Ei~I'l'<ftt'4( ~ ~ 41~~('if4: II

,.

~-"-~~.

"As a lump of salt dropped into water dissolves becoming like
unto water itself, and no one could actually pick it up, but whence
so ever one takes it, it would (taste) salt alone, even so, my dear,
this Supreme Being, infinite and having no shore beyond, is Pure
Consciousness throughout. Coming out of those elements as an
individual, the notion of individuality is destroyed along with them.
After departit).g (from and transcending them), there is no more (this
finite) consciousness."
Br. 2-4-12.

The above-cited example is to illustrate how Pure
Consciousness itself pervades throughout, it being unlike
finite consciousness of some object ; for, the latter is
finite, being born at some pornt of time and then disappears.
There is no distinction of knower, knowable and knowledge
in Pure Consciousness.

Here is another example :(~) ~ ~ s-silt:ct'1I"1f4

";f

iiC'GJl aqliGl ~ICfjql,Qf! iJlltf

~~5-S"llIEjldf4qr~~: II

,. ~-"-\.9.

"As for example, while a drum is being beaten one cannot
conceive the sounds in themselves, but seeing them as pertaining
to the drum, or to the beating of the drum, the sound is
Br. 2-4-7.
conceived........ "

In this and the two subsequent examples, Yajiiavalkya
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tries to illustrate how every phenomenon in waking or
dream is perceived or conceived only as dependent on
Atman, but not ap8rt from Atman as having an existence
of its own. As for the various sounds heard while a drum
is being beaten or while a conch is being blown, or while
a lute is being played on, the individual notes arising in
each case, can never be heard as distinct and existing for
theinselves~ but are uniformly heard and distinguished to
be notes pertaining to the particular inst:n.lment which is
being operated upon. Similarly every phenomenon has to
be known only as depending on Atman's consciousness
which uniformly reveals it.

4.

Parables

And frequently we come across some parables to
typify ·spiritual truths. They also mus~ of course, be
understood to illustrate the truth with reference to a
particular point of comparison: This may be clarified by
one or two citations :(~) ~ ~"Fi ~sfi1"i"Ii(lql;ft4 'if '9~

~~ ~

mr

~ lIT ~ lIT ~ lIT ~ lIT

lIIU1liftdl""i"li(I ~sf'l"fGjiiJ1 ~: II CR=If ~~

~~~~~~~~IUql(~14~

~ ~ al"'I(j~~1q~q~~qqa'I~14ql\ ~ ~ ~
~f?qt~~S'l~lftf II

wi.

~-~,,-~, ~.

"Just as, my dear boy, some one, would bring a person with
blind-folded eyes from the GandharBS and leave him in a place
where there are no human beings, and as that person would start
towards the east or towards the north or towards the west, saying
'0 ! I have been brought here with blind-folded eyes ond left with
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blind-folded eyes !'. And as some one would untie his bandage and
tell him 'The country of Giindharas, is in this direction. Go this
way!' and he being shrewd and well-infonned, would enquire his
way, and at last reach the country of Giindharas itself; so also, here,
a person who has an (adept) teacher, would know the truth. And for
him, the delay is only so long as he is not released, and immediately
he will bec9me one with Reality."
Ch. 6-14-1, 2.

This parable aptly explains how an ignorant person
feels himself left in the lurch so long as _he suffers from
the evils of mundane life without a teacher who would
guide him on the way to attain Atman, and how when
a real guide has shown him the way to the Truth, his
eyes are opened and by dint of self-effort, he attains
oneness with his real Atman.
We may refer the reader to another parable in the
Brihadarat;1yaka which relates how Prajapati taught the
Devas, men and Asuras by pronouncing a single syllable
'da' and each of the three grougs of disciples understood
this single syllable as an.exhortation to exercise selfcontrol (Difmyata), to be charitable (Datta), and to be
merciful (Dayadhvam) respectively. The Sruti concludes:

~

tcit

qlaljq~ij ~ ..f~<j~ «=: «=:

<~tqfqfa ~;p.f ~ G1i ~ ~

"

1ftr

~ ~

,. ~-~-~.

"This divine voice. thunder, repeats this very thing when it
says 'Da, Da, Da' (that is), Damyata (control yourselves), Datta
(give), Dayadhvam (be merciful). Therefore one should learn this
triad - self-control, charity lind mercy."
Br. 5-2-3.

s.

Epigrams and Paradoxes

And then there are certain epigrams crisp and
paradoxical texts in the Upanishads, out of which the
reader can make little or nothing unless he has had
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initiation in the traditional way of interpretation. For
instance :(~)

-w.fa: ~~sf8;t~<l!!~'l1
-w.fa: ?lRlq~i\i e4q11('Ct ftpoftf II
e~~4!l0llitle e~~4f~CCr\ijd'll
~SI!l4l:(1I4~m~11

"It has hands and feet everywhere. It has eyes and faces
everywhere. It has ears everywhere in the world, and stays enveloping everything. It displays the functiot:lS of all the senses, but is
devoid of all senses. It is the Lord and Ruler of all. It is the refuge
Sve. 3-16, 17.
and well-wisher of everyone."

These verses teach how devoid of all characteristic
features, Brahman is the nearest and dearest Self of each
one of us.

(~) ~ ~ ~ 'tJTf1r ~ 3lf'iCCG'f4(041{("Iq"oq~q<ls;fq~jrtd'-R=i~qiijI4qdi{l SCfllCl"'ICflIi((qH6:!(q
(:aq.l;:qq:q~Jj)~"CfI.lq'1j Sd"l{4i"QIUlq!i&qql~q<1Oij(qiju«f

"And he said : ·0 Gi'irgi, this is indeed that Aksharam the
Brahmanas say ·It is neither gross nor subtle, neither short nor long;
neither red nor oily, neither shadow nor darkness, neither air nor
ether, untainted, has neither taste nor odour, without eyes and without ears, without vocal organ and without mind, without light,
without vital forces and without mouth, without measure. without
interior and without exterior. It does not eat anything. nor is It eaten
by anyone."
Ur. 3-8-8.

Evidently, the Sruti wants to negate all conceivable
characteristics and features. In fact, there is an oft recurring
text which denies every feature ascribed to Reulity and
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says '11 ~ ~ 'Now this One is the Atman, who has
been described as Neti Neti (not · such, not such).'

6.

Texts with the same Refrain

There are certain texts which repeatedly draw our
attention to some particular nature of Brahman. For
instance, in the Kena Upanishad :
~~~ qI41,!!@1~ I

~ 'Q( ~ ~ ~ 4~~!iql:a~ II

~";f~~~1
~'Q(~~~4~~ql:a~ II

~";f~~~~1
~'Q(~~~4~~!1ql{1-~ II

~";f~~~~1
~'Q(~~~4~~ql:a~ II
~";f 1I1fOrftf ~ lJTUI': ~ I

~ 'Q( ~ ~ ~ 4~~ql:a~ II

Here each of the verses ends with the refrain

~

lj~~!iql4id' (Not this which they meditate upon as 'this') to
emphasize the fact that, just as Brahman or the Real Self
of all, is no object of the act of knowing,. it is no object
of meditation in Its own nature as Consciousness whose
light alone is the eternal subject of speech, and the
function of the mind and of the several organs of sense.
Similarly, .~ ~ lR( (Cfil. 'IC-l) 'This is verily that' is a
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refrain which recurs in a number of verses in the Kathaka
Upanishad while describing the na~e of the Truth about
which Nachiketa asked the God ofDe~ which even the
Gods do not know, which is beyond the sphere of
religious virtue and vice, beyond casuality, and beyond
the past and future, that Truth regarding the Highest
Heaven of VisluJ.u beyond which there is nothing else to
be known or attained.
7.

Metaphors

And then there are a number of metaphors, which
are interspersed in these revelations to make some particular
Vedantic truth more intelligible. We give here some texts
which may serve as a specimen :(~) . amqr;fm~~~~ I

~~~~lR: -nm~ II
~ ,~",,!~q~i~! ~ I

atl~f.i~q;ft!!:ij; "'ibNI!tf;ft~OI: II
"Know Atman to be the master of the chariot, and the body
to be, verily, the chariot; know the Buddhi (intellect) to be the
charioteer, and Manas (the mind which takes note of things) to be
the reins verily. The sense-organs, they say, are the horses, and the
sense-objects are the routes for them. And the one who is joined to
the body, senses and the mind, the wise say, is the experiencer."
.
Ka. 3-3, 4.

Here a human-being is represented as a traveller who
has to reach his destination.
(~)

~ dlftd!!#t"Wli

'if'!Cft: FIT: ~ ~ II
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~~~~
~ !!'ij)""illq~s.:q: II
"(There is) a she-goat (of a variegated colour) - red, white and
black - bearing kids similar in form. A he-goat lies by the side of
her enjoying her company, while another goat discards her because
of her having been enjoyed."
Sve. 4-5.

This is an imagery used to describe -how unwise
Jivas enjoy the Pralqiti, and as a result of this combination,
beings movable and immovable are produced while a
wise man gives up all attachment to that Pralqiti.

"Nor for this Atman, This is the embankment the sustainer."
Ch. 8-4-1.

~~:II
"This (Atman) is the dam leading across to immortality."
Mu. 2-2-5.

8.

Symbols and Fanciful Derivations

There are certain symbols such as the syllable 'Om'
and the VYahnltis Bhiil), Bhuval), Suval), which are used
for meditation and teaching Vedantic truths, and therefore
it is necessary to understand their real significance for
those who wish to practice meditation as prescribed or to
intuit the truths indicated by these symbols.
(~)

SI\Jjlqfd<11CfiHi4dq~~~"4e;cltlrCltll ~

"ffilMijq'dfltl 3ifitd"d141 ~a;rofUr 't'ISlI'l'tcHI,

'lfci: ~ II

(~) dl~"4dq~uitsMd~'aI ~: ~ 0lItrr ~
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;a1:0oll0:4Qq);S:,.CflROI ~ ~ tf<joOn;S:,.CflR ~

;at{q);S:,.CflR ~~ II

"Uf. ~-~~-~, ~.

"Prajapati contemplated upon the worlds, and from them (thus)
contemplated upon, the TraYl Vidya (the wisdom of the Triad of
Vedas) issued forth. He contemplated upon it, and from that thus
contemplated upon, these three syllables issued forth, to wit, •Bhiil;1' ,
'BhuvalJ' and 'Sw<$'. He contemplated upon them and from them
thus contemplated upon, issued 'Omklira'. Just as all leaves are
pierced by a stalk, so also is all speech pierced by 'Om'. All this
is the syllable 'Om' alone, Yea, all this is 'Om' alone."
Ch. 2-23-2, 3.

[This one syllable Om and Vyahrtis - 'Bhuh' etc.,
are again referred to for meditation in other Upanishads
like the Taittirlya.]
(~) ~~s~: Siq~q:(ltf:

rocum

~

~ ~ tfrq:(I("qI(q"iIS~~~~~~~ II 'tIi.. ~~.
"In this mantra, Reality Absolute, is suggested as
'Omkara' (the syllable Om) which should be intuited as
beyond all speech and thought (Vyavahara) without all
distinctions and differences, the Good, non-dual. One who
intuits It as such has entered wholly the Absolute Atman
as Atman. Those who cannot rise to the level of this
eternal Intuition, have often fallen into the error of imagining that this is the 'Fourth mystic Matra' of Om. just
like those that credulously imagine that Turiya is a mystic
state beyond waking, ·dream and sleep."

9.

Fanciful Derivations

There are some fanciful derivations of words intended
to serve as mnemonic symbols for denoting spiritual
truths. For instance :
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"This AtmaD, indeed, is in the heart. This is, verily, his etymological name, to wit, '~ (This one is in the heart) ; therefore
this is JIridayam. Whoever ineditates upon him as such, he verily
goes to SwargalOka (the world of Bliss or Brahmaloka) day by day.»
Cb.8-3-3.

Here the practice of meditating on Atman as residing
in the human heart (or mind) as the Witness thereof, is
eulogised. The very word Hridaya denoting the mind, is
a mnemonic. By splitting it into l/rudi (in the heart or
mind), Ayam (this one) the text says that this meditator,
really goes to the BrahmalOka full of bliss during deep
sleep, unlike other persons who do not practise this
meditatjon.
(~) i4id(:f(lq: ~ ':f11f -mIT ~ ~
~ ~~

N"

{qf\lcf\NrqW I ~~ ~

'Uf.

~

II
~-{.-~.

"When a person is spokep of as 'Swapiti' (he sleeps), then, my
dear boy, he is merged in Being, that is, dissolved into his own Self.
So, they call Swapiti (he sleeps), for he is then verily dissolved into
his own Self."
Ch. 6-8-1.

This derivation of the Sanskrit name' Swapiti' (sleeps)
is a mnemonic, which, borne in mind, would keep on
reminding us of the spiritual truth that every creature
drops its egoity and is actually one with Pure Being (or
Brahman) in dreamless sleep.

10. Recapitulation
Before concluding this section, we wish to

~aw

the
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attention of the reader to the most important peculiar
ways of teaching adopted in the Upanishads. These are
mostly necessitated by the nature of Reality to be taught
here.
(1) Foremost of all, there is the Negative Method of
teaching Reality. Reality being devoid of all specific
feature, has to be described mainly by negating the
characteristics that may De imputed to It. This accounts
for the frequent way of describing It as the ~. 'The
Atman who is neither this, nor that'.
(2) We have already noticed the mnemonic derivations.
Here is one more example :

"All this is verily Brahman; for it is 'Tajjalan' (= WNPt ~
~

born out of It, is dissolved in It, and moves about in It.
Therefore one should meditate upon It in peace."
Ch. 3-14-1.

(3) Applying empirical epithets to Reality in
metaphysical senses :~(Real), ~ (Consciousness), ~: ' (Bliss) used in
the Taittinya, are some instances of this type.

(4) Using empirical illustrations with extension of
meaning ;~~~~~~ 'E4@iU<Uiuj ~

~ ,~4i~q ~ II

'Bf. ~-~-"'.

"Just as, my dear boy, by a lump of clay (known) ul1 (effect)
made of clay, would become known, the effect being II mere pl;IY
of words, a mere name, clay is the only (thing) rcul... .. ...
Ch. b·I-4.
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While a pot or a pitcher (in empirical life) is also
considered to be real inasmuch as it possesses causal
efficiency, the Sruti has declared it to be unreal from the
Paramarthic stand-point since what we call a pot or some
other effect, is essentially none other than clay. The
illustration is then made use of to bring out to the seeker
of the truth that the universe being an effect (a mere
superimposition on Brahman), is really no Qther than the
Cause (or substrate), to wit, Brahman as Pure Being.

(5) Clothing some universal truth in Past Tense:
(a)

tm

lU ~ atl:m~~I(itt=1~ql~t( I

0Ii

iC~l\4\fd

''This was verily Brahman in the beginning. It knew Itself 'I
am Brahman', then It became the all."
Sr. 1-4-10.

"This was Being alone in the beginning, my boy, One only
without a second."
Ch. 6-2-1.

Here the truth that Brahman or Pure Being is the
All, has been clothed in the past tense s~ that the seeker
may not mix it with the empirical truth of multiplicity.
We shall take up the peculiar method of exposition
uniformly employed by the Upanishads later on.
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V
VEDANTA-SASTRA AS THE ONLY
MEANS OF RIGHT-KNOWLEDGE
1.

Valldity of Prama.,as, Secular and Sastraic

Indian Schools of Philosophy, insist that nothing can
be established in a discussion without the aid of Pramat:las
or canons of evidence. The Madhyamika alone is an
exception, for he has no particular .doctrine to defend.
The Mimarp.sakas hold that the Vedas being eternal,
are the only Pramat:la with regard to results of good and
bad deeds to be enjoyed in another birth or in another
world where pleasure or pain has to be experienced as a
consequence of one's deeds in this worl~ these effects
being wholly beyond the ken of perception and other
PramaI}.as. The Vedantas also acquiesce in this view of
the eternity of the Vedas' fr~m the empirical stand-point.
That is why Badarayat:la .confirms Jaimini's view in this
respect, in his aphorism 'am~~~ (~. ~ ~-F~~) "And
hence, it is that eternity of the Vedas has to be accepted"
(V.S. 1-3-29). SaIikara explains this as follows :"The eternity of the Vedas, established by reasons
sucli as the absence of any sruti naming any original
author etc., is confrrmed by this Siitra."
So from the Vyavaharic point of view, we may
suppose that this teacher also upholds the doctrine of this
eternity.

2.

The Purpose of the Sastras

The Vedas as a Sastra., however, have two distinct
purposes to serve. AsSankara rightly says :-.
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"The knowledge of Dharma (taught in the Karma-KaI.1"a) has
Abhyudaya, prosperity, for its fruit, and it is dependent on the
performance (of a religious duty). The Vijiiiina (knowledge) of
Brahman, however, has the Highest Good (Final Release) for its
fruit, and does not demand any performance."
SBh. 1-1-1.

Moreover, the functions of the texts teaching Dharma
and Brahman are quite different. As Sailkara says :-

(~) ~ f( ~ ~ ~ m ~ A~::N\I~q
j'bttt:jqaflf4l1fd I j8l:q")<!O'11

g ~!,6ttt:jqafl~ ~

~~

;fl<::'1I\ij~cqlq:, "'1" ~~ ~ ; ~ ~1t!h1~Cfiijul

ot~fqC!fl~ ~ II

~ 'IT. ~-~-~.

"As for the text, which is the PramiiI.Ia (means of knowledge)
concerning Dharma, it enlightens a person simultaneously urging him
(to engage in the duty) which is its object of teaching; the text
concerning Brahman. however, merely enlightens a person (about It).
The enlightenment having been born, the person is not urged to
engage in that enlightenment, since that is born (of its own accord)
by the text (itself) in the same way as a person (is not urged to
engage in the knowledge) arising from the contact of the sense-organ
SBh. 1-1-1.
and its object."

3.

The distinct nature of the Subject-matter of the
two Mimilpsas

There are two different exegetical works on the two
entities' which s~rve as the subject-matter of the two sets
of texts referred to above. The Piirva-Mmfu:p.sa of laimini
deals exclusively with the knowledge of Dharma, which
as already remarked demands something to be done. The
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Vedanta-Mlma11lsa of BadaraYaI).a, treats of the knowledge
of texts teaching Brahman. The striking difference between
these two entities (Dharma and Brahman) which constitute
the subject-matter of the two Mlmarpsas, should be
vigilantly borne in mind by the student who aspires to
appreciate the exact nature of the Pramat;lya (validity) of
the Vedanta-Sastra according to Sailkara.
In the ftrst place, while Dharma and Brahman, are
both super-sensuous, the former cannot be directly
experienced in this life, while the latter can.
(~) ~ ~~';f~smr, l'6"6qlqj(d~(qItt.
; ~ ~ ~ 'Qr ~ ~ ';f j'6q6qIQI(d;;;ti( II
~

'IT.

~-~-~.

"Dharma, the subject-matter of the former enquiry, has to come
about in future, and so is not present at the time of its knowledge.
But here Bralunan to be enquired into, is an already existent entity
and being eternal, does not depend upon the will of a person."
SBh. 1-1-1.

And in the second place, while both Dharma and
Brahman are necessarily to be known with the help of the
Sastra, the knowledge of Brahman demands direct intuition
and its accessories also.
(~) ';f q4~~I'Eiltjlf1:lq ~ ~ ~ "$I1iI~Htltjl"l ;

fct; ~ ~Sli4ql«l4i('€I tj~i4qf"li!

1IllJVTll.

I 31l~-

"Srutis and ' other (holy works) are not the only means of
knowledge in the enquiry into Brahman, as they exclusivdy are in
the case of enquiry into-Dharma, but Srutis etc. and intuition and
the like, are also the meaI\s of knowledge here according to the
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context. For the knowledge of Brahman has to culminate in (final)
SBh. 1-1-2.
Intuition and treats of an already existent entity."

4.

Why Brahman is not accessible to the Secular
PramiilJas

It might be objected by some one that while 'Dhanna'
is something to be produced in due course at some
distant time, and hence the claim that Sastra alone is the
valid means of knowledge in its case, there is no reason
why Brahman, an existent entity, should not be known
with the help of other secular means like perception or
inference. Here is Sailkara's reply to this :(~) ";fJ 'ldcH~~ ~:

~qIOIl'k1<fqq4~qq - ~

~~t'k1qtc:p;frq::qt<o" ~ llf1<fT I

";f

;

~K<"fqq4~"f

"(Objection :-) If Brahman be an already existent entity, it
necessarily follows that It is an object of the other means alone, and
so the enquiry about the purport of the Vedanta-texts becomes
altogether useless.
(Answer :-) No, for Brahman being no object of sense-organs,
the relation (between Brahman and the Universe) cannot be grasped:"
SBh. 1-1-2.

The objection here mainly aiUls at showing that
Brahman may as well be inferred as the cause of the
Universe, and so, trying to understand It by ascertaining
the meaning of the Upanishads, is futile. The answer is
there is no scope for syllogistic inference nere, since the
latter demands an invariable relation between what is to
be proved and the means of its proof as in the case of
'fire and smoke' in the common world; This ·is another
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express-denial of the possibility of Brahman being the
object of secular Prama1}.as :(~) ~ Qf{f-t&l?jCi1Iq, ~ ijqlulI;~1<lful ~iia3f<1""d,
~ q;fJ(tlql'l'l ; 'Ei\qleiilctlC(

ft

~: ~ ~:,

f~6:!lIeiilctl:cq "ljqHI~"I'l; 311·lqql'l~qft4·I'4 ~ ~ ~

~ I ~ "if ~: - ~ ~ ·qfd{jq~~1 sil'l'bI::4~,ct ~
~' (Cfil. ~-,),

'W ar.GJ ~ qJ ~ ~ ..... 1lf ftI~R4t(

~' (3Ir. ~o-~~'-G) 1ftf~ri ~"Hlqcfl4RJUlf~
\ij.I~RUI'@Oi~: II
"As for what was said (by the opponent) that Brahman being
an already existent entity, Pramat:las other (than Vedanta texts) may
apply. to It, that is only a fancy. For having no form and the like
(qualities), and being devoid of a Liilga (sign indicating something
connected with it) etc., It is no object of inference and other
Pram3I).as. It is to be known exclusively through Agama (Sastra) like
Dharma So says the Sruti: 'This knowledge is not to be got (or
refuted) through speculation ; it leads to right intuition, my dear boy,
when taught by a person, quite other than the speculator' (Ka, 29), 'Who knows clearly, and who can express it by words, from
whence this variety 'of creation has issued forth ?' (Rig. 10-129-6).
These two Riks show how the cause of the Universe is diffi~ult to
conceive even for perfect men."
SBh. 2-1-6. p. 188.

Of course, '~~:' (to be attained through
Agama alone) is obviously intended not only to exclude the
empirical Pramfu:1as,' but also to presume that '~:'
(intuition etc.) expressly mentioned in the quotation cited in·
the previous paragraph are to be accepted. Tht! special
feature of the Vedanta-Sastra as a means cmphati<.:ally is
that it invariably demands intuition. That is why San kara
proclaims with assurance :-
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"Seeing that the knowledge of Brahman (actually) culminates
in its effect (Moksha), the validity of the Sastra dealing with that
(mana) cannot be denied."
SBh. 1-1-4, p. ~2.

('~) ~ ~ "'1~jIUjd ~ qr ~ ~ I ',« ~ .
~ra~('{flt'tl' (,. ~-,-~~n ,('{fIt't'tI<It( I ~ st('{fI&4I~'l
at'tliftlectlt(, If 1{Cf f.ruct;of d~c:Ut'tectlt( II
~

''IT. ~-~-~, "tIT. ~" ~o.

"It is not possible to say that this (purusha) does not exist, or
that He cannot be known (through the Sastra), for the word 'Atman'
(Self) is used (in the text) 'Now this is the Atman described as not
this, nbt this' (Br. 3-9-26); and because the Self is undeniable, and
whoever would be the denier is himself that Atman."
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 19, 20.

VI
THE METHOD OF SUPERIMPOSITION
AND RESCISSION
1.

The Nature of Brahman

Brahman or Absolute Reality being devoid of all specific
features, can neither be expressed by words nor thought of
by the mind, like an object. In fact, all distinctions concerning
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subject and object relation (UI$UIt\q;iflcO and those of all action,
factors of action, and the result (fsf;<iIq;I«fl4i<i1ifl'O are essentially
the One Atman. As "a text frequently quoted by Sruikara,
says :-

~ ~. ~441~cUcq~
.... ffi' cii q:(~'dc€ti ..
W ~ 'd c€ti '1 Cfiqf't Cj~'d c€ti..

'E1~'dc€ti ..

cii r>ij~'dc€ti'1 cii

cii ?! ~ 41 'd c€ti '1 cii -q';cffir .~ cii

cii rq\ijI~41(( II

, •. ~-~-~~.

"When to this knower of Atman, everything has become
Atman alone, then what could one see and with what, then what
could one smell and with what, then what could one taste and with
what, then what could one hear and with what, then what could one
think and with what, then what could one touch and with what, then
what could one understand and with what ?"
Br. 4-5-15.

It is evident that, from this transcendental level, there
could be no world of multiplicity and not even the distinction
of Sastra and teaching. Accordingly Sri Gauc,tapada says :-

~~fcffla~';f~: I

qI4Iql';1rqG~~: II

"If the manifold universe were actually there, it would have to
be banished before attaining Advaita. This duality is only a D1<1gical
appearance ; in truth, there is Non-duality alone. The disl inction (of
Sastra etc.) would have to actually disappear, if it were a real
thought-construct of some one person. This doctrine of distinctions
is only a device for the purpose of teaching, und when the Reality
is known, there is no duality whatever."
01< . 1-17, IX.
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teaching

devised

by

the

This nature of non-dualistic Atman, therefore, has
necessitated a particular device to make the Absolute truth
intelligible to seekers. This device is to deliberately impute
to Reality some empirical characteristic, and when the truth
has been brought home,. to rescind the imputed characteristic.
Sri Gauc;lapada illustrates this device by citing an example
in the following verse:(~) lr1{lf ~fa~cftfa ~~'tl(f: I
eifqSiI$'1I~"

tg;nS\if ~

II

Here GauQapadacharya refers to the Bphadaratlyaka
which first teaches Brahman (in Br. 2-3-6) by the text
'artmr~~~' 'Now, therefore, this is the teaching not
this, not that', and. subsequently in the same Upanishad,
several ways ' of assuming and negating the ascriptions
occur (in 3-9-26, 4.2.4 and 4-4-22) in different contexts.
In each of these texts there is this refrain :(~) lr 1{lf ~fa~('ql{'ql~ ";f ~ ~~ ";f ~
~~";f~~sftrM";f~";fft!;qftf II ,. ~-,-~~.
"This is the Atman described as 'Not this, not this', He is
unobjectifiable, for He is never objectified ; undecaying, for He
is never tainted ; unfettered, tor
never decays ; untaintable, for
He is never pained and is never injured."
Br. 3-9-26.

He

GauQapadacharya says that by this device of repeated
negation of the description, because of the Reality being
unobjectifiable, the Unborn reveals of Its own accord.
Satikaracharya refers to this device as belonging to a
hoary tradition.
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In His commentary on the Gita verse (13-13), which is
itself almost a verbatim repetition of (Sve. 3-16), the Achmya
writes :(~)

aqlfflijid

fl:itAl(C\qqfq

atfRteql~4lqllj

~ljq4cttt

~ ~ '"ricr:qifUNIC{'( I ~ ; ~ ~ (Ohl<ittfc:tcd
~ 'atf4I(1QIQql<I'4i ~~'

-lftJ II
"1ft.

'qT.

~~-~~.

"Even the false fotnl due to the conditioning associate, has
been treated as though it were the real property of the Knowable
(Atman) so that Its being may become intelligible in the SlOka
beginning with 'Having hands and feet everywhere'. This is in
accordance with what those conversant with tradition say : 'By
deliberate superimposition and rescission, that which is devoid of
specific. features, is to be explained."
GBh. 13-13.

3.

Some Examples of the Method

It should not be supposed that this Adhyiiropa so-called
is altogether unreal and is merely an assumption for
convenience' sake. Empirically, it is real enough. But it
may be used even as it is to make some spiritual truth more
intelligible.
(a) We have already cited the example of the causal
relation between clay and its effects, wherein the Upanishad
shows how the so-called effect in the empirical life. is really
not other than the cause. This example has been given in
illustration of the metaphysical causal relation bctween
Brahman and the Universe.
(b) Similarly. the empirical states of consciousness,
and the empirical body, vital force. mind etc. have been
also used to reveal the really real nature of the Atman of
Vedanta.
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(c) The Mfu).(.lUkya Upanishad, for instance, mentions
the Waking State as the conditioning associate of Atman,
and says that the true Atman is the Witness of the whole
universe covered by that state. The ego of outwardconsciousness, all the senses and other factors that are
included in the ego-complex no less than the objective
phenomena there, - the whole of this panorama constitutes
the conditioning associate of the Witness called Vaisvanara
by the Sruti. Similarly the whole of the dream state is
the conditioning associate of the same Witness who has
been styled Taijasa, while the same Witness with the
conditioning associate of deep sleep, has been called
Prajiia by the Sruti. This same Witness in and for Himself
- for the associates change their self-identity while the
Witness is constant - has been called the Fourth (~)
relatively to the three relative Atmans. Thus by successive
Adhyaropa or superimposition of the states and Apavada
or negation - we arrive at the Real secondless Atman. Of
course, each of the states, depending as it does on the
real Atman, is unreal from the stand-point of Paramartha
(really Real).
(d) The same is the case with regard to the five
Kosas (sheaths) taught in the Taittiriya Upanishad. Says
GauQapada :~ 11" ~ . . oql(§qlijl~F'dtl~~ ,

"Beyond the (five) Kosas beginning with the ~ (made up
of the juice of food), which have been explained (successively as
'Atman') in the Taittinya - beyond these there is their Jiva, their
living Self, who has been revealed by us through the illustration of
the ether.
GK. 3-11.
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Gauc;lapada has already explained in his previous
verses how Jiva is really the one Paramatman, though He
appears to be manifold owing to the conditioning associates
the body, life-force etc. He has cited there how one and
the same ether (akaSa) appears to be many and various
owing to the different conditioning associates such as jars
and pitchers, the latter themselves being really all products
of ether itself. He says here that the Annamaya (made up
of food), Prfu:lamaya (made up of life-force), Manomaya
(made up of mind), Vijiiiinamaya (made up of intellect),
and Anandamaya (made up of pleasure) - each successively
called Atman (self) just to cancel the notion of self-hood
superimposed on the previous sheath, - as merely sheaths
tentatively treated as the self, just to lead the seeker to
the intuition of the Real Atman beyond them all. The
idea of individuality of Jiva is finally overpassed, so that
he is now seen to be really t~e Supreme Self.
4.

Recognition of the method in the Siitras

That the author of the Vedanta-Siitras did recognize
this method, may be inferred from the way in which he
presents the exegesis of the Upanishads. For exmaple,
(1) he defines Brahman as the cause of the birth,
sustentation, and dissolution of the Universe (in VS.
1-1-2). (2) And he proceeds to say that the Brahman is
not only the efficient cause of the Universe, but also the
Material Cause.

"(Brahman is to be regarded) as the Material Cuuse ulsu. Sll
that the (initial) enunciation and the illustration in the Sruti. may not
be contradicted."
VS . 1-4-23.
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[This Siitra says that Sastraic enunciation of teaching
about Brahman viz. that knowing Brahman one would
have known everything, would be in the fitness of things,
only if Brahman is taken to be the material cause also.
And illustrations like that about clay, a nugget of gold or
a nail-cutter would also be apt in this case alone.]
And fmally (3) he rejects the reality of the effect as
sucli in the Siitra,

"The effect is not other than its cause, because of texts like
VS. 2-1-14.
those declaring it to be only a play of words."

[This Siitra negates all
text, which says the effect
also the texts which declare
BraluTIan. ]
Again (4) he actually
Siitra :-

causality, for it points to the
is only a play of words, as
that all the universe is really
refers to the method in the

"(Pradhiina is not "the cause) also because there is no text
teaching its rejection."
VS. 1-1-8.

[This Siitra says that the Sruti declaring 'The Sat
(Being) is the Atman', (the Self) and 'That thou art' (Ch.
6-8-7) does not subsequentiy abrogate it lest it be taken
seriously. Therefore this Sat is not Pradhana.]
Sailkara explains the spirit of the Siitra thus :
<4e"l~q ~ {'jiijG<QI'64 'lJ amqr~' (l§i. ~-t-,,)

~d1~qf~E2~ ~~~~HIt'1~d<4I~"qf~~
~(§lfqlt'1l"l~qf~f~~: ~ ~ lJ:ffil1 ~ ~~:
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1ftr

~
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'di

Ueql<§ql~ ~ 31{i;(!<fiqq ~, ~ '~' 1ftrlf'R[.; ';f

~q*ihHlll

~ "IT. ~-~-t, "tIT. ~~.

"If the Pradhana, which is not the self at all, were what is
denoted by the word Sat (Being), and if that alone had been taught
by the text 'That is the Self, that thou.art', then (the father) intending
to teach the AtInan in the primary sense, would have said (something
implying) its rejection, lest the son being ignorant of the real AtInan,
should stick to it after hearing it taught. (This is to be expected) as
for instance (in the illustration) where some one going to point out
the Arundhati star, would fIrst point to a (secondary) bigger star near
it calling it Arundhati, and then negate it and then show the real
primary Arundhati. Similarly here also the teacher should have said
'this is not your Self'; but he has not said so."
SBh. 1-1-8, p. 31.

[Evidently, Badaray~a according to Satikara, expects
that the usual procedure of sruti in . teaching the subtle
Atman, is to point out something grosser as the Atman
and then by negating it to lead the seeker to the real
Atman.]
This is with reference to Brahman treated as the
cause by Adhyaropa, to be abrogated later on. We shall
cite another example where this method seems to have
been recognized by Badaray~a :-

"Not even on account of the circumscribing situation. can there
be a two-fold characteristic, for everywhere (It is taught to be
VS. 3-2-11.
without specific features)."

This aphorism categorically denies that Brahman can
be conceived as happening to be endowed with specific
features also owing to some conditioning association.
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Sailkara says :,ql~<i1il1~fq

';f

~'1CIftr I

at;:cUCitifti ~ ~: ~:

~

'qt.

~-~-~~. ~. ~~~.

"Not even owing to some conditioning associate, can the nature
of a thing, happen to have some other nature."
SBh. 3-2-11, p. 356.
';f

ff

~: ~ ~: at<'libCfilgQIft4cft 4-1I({,. ~

~ ; llQQISlcqlC( at~"CijIdlf\i~~t1{4 II

"A crystal while perfectly clear, cannot be sullied, even because of an associate like red lead etc. For the perverse notion that
SBh. 3-2-11, p. 356.
it is unclear, is a mere misconception."

Here an objection has got to be met : 'If as the
traditional method of interpretation is to be strictly
maintained, how are we to reconcile ourselves to the fact
that, in the case of the various meditations enjoined by
the Sruti, different forms of Brahman, are taught ? There
is, for instance, 'the Brahman with four quarters' (Ch. 318-2) taught in one context, 'the Brahman with sixteen
digits' (Pr.) in another, 'the Brahman characterized as
Vamani' (Ch. 4-15-3), Brahman called Vaisvanara, with
the three worlds as its body (Ch. 5-18-2) and so on. How
could it be that Brahman is altogether different from
characteristics even when conditioned by associates ?
Badarayal}.a replies :-

If it be objected that this cannot be on account of
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difference of forms taught, we say no, for in each case
of a conditioning associate, the Sastra teaches non-difference
alone. As for example :
4,,:q14tt~i ~ ~~: ~ 4~:q14ttf4lt4

"1If{:MGJ1tt~S1fC11l4': ~~'U: II

1{. ~-~-~.

"He. the person who· is in the earth, efftugent through and
through, immortal through and through, and be who is within the
embodied person, effulgent through and through, and immortal through
and through, he is verily this same who is the Atman."
Br. 2-s~i

"Moreover, so say the followers of certain Sikhas."
VS. 3-2-13.

Here Sailkara explains how (in the Kathaka) the
Sruti disparages the person that sees difference and how
the Svetasvatara (Sve. 1-12) recites a text which teaches
that the experiencing self, the o~iect to be experienced
and ~e inspiring Isvara, are all Brahman in one. The
most important Sutras in this Adhikar8Q.a (topic for
discussion) are :-

"Brahman is really without any feature whatever; for (the texts)
VS. 3-2-14.
teaching it, have that as their main purport."

(b) a:n(~~ II
"(The Sruti) also says that It is purely of the nature of that
VS. 3-2-16.
(Pure Consciousness.)"

The Sruti referred to according to Sankara is ~:
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~~

(He is conscious entirely throughout - Br. 4-5-

13).

(e) mftJ~ ~~ II

~. ~ ~-~-~\9.

"The Sruti describes (by merely negating the foreign form Br.
2-3-6 .....), and so is It described in the Smriti (G. 13-12)." VS. 32-17.

Sruikara refers to the Vedantic parable- how Badhva
taught Bashkali by perfect silence, and refers to the
narrative in the Mahabharata, where after showing His
Unvierse-fonn, Narayal)a warned Narada not to think that
He had actually a fonn.
The reader must have been convinced by now that
BadaraYaJ.la seriously believed that the Upanishads do use
this same method of Adhyaropa-Apavada throughout
to teach the real nature of Brahman without characteristics.

VII
INNOVATIONS OF SUB-COMMENTARIES
INTRODUCTION
The student of Vedanta who has gone through the
pages of this booklet, must have been convinced by now
that the Upanishads uniformly aiIl1 at teaching that Brahman
or the one Reality without a second, is the real Self of
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every creature in the unvierse. Whatever be the gradation
of Jlvas with regard to their knowledge, will-power, capacity
to work, and the pleasure and pain they have inevitably
to feel in their transmigratory life from the empirical
stand-point, they are all really one with the Absolute
Reality.
In order to guide the earnest seekers of absolute
Truth, the Upanishads, according to Badarayal)a as
interpreted by Sarikara, employ empirical facts and step
by step, they direct the aspirants to this inner life, and
appealing to universal intuition, and reasoning in harmony
with that intuition, they point to the innermost Self, as
the Witness in all beings, and reveal how this real Self
of each one of them, is really that very same Brahman
whom tentatively they have treated as an object of enquiry.
The orie method employed is to use a series of Adhyaropas
or deliberate superimpositions for the purpose of teaching,
and to reveal gradually how all means are really (1) the
object of the notion 'me' and as such quite distinct from
the outward superimposed selves, such as one's son or
wife, are not one's self. (2) Then by taking the seeker
inward they show how the body, the senses and the mind
with all its functions are really not their self. And (3) as
the third step to reveal how even the ego is not their real
self inasmuch as there is a distinct Witnessing Self, the
innennost Self of all. The last step is to show how all
the Universe is really a superimposition on this Witness
which is really the One Reality without a second.

1.

Vidyi, Avidya and Maya
It is clear that this method is employed to disperse

the ignorance involved in the empirical view and to
induce the enquirer to see eye to eye with the sages who
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have been already enlightened about the Truth. The Srutis
frequently use the terms Avidya and Vidya in contrast to
each other. As for instance in the Kathaka Upanishad,

~ ~ ~ atftmr '?IT ';f fcmftr ~ I

fittJliftNl4 ~ ~ -:r (f:ff q;prr 1Irit~

II

qiT. ~-)S'.

Here the words 'Avidya' (ignorance) and 'Vidya'
(wisdom) are used in connection with one who does not
know the truth with reference to death and who desires
to know it. Nachiketa wants to know the exact nature of
Reality beyond death, and Yama praises his desi~ to
know the secret of death. We have no information as to
what exactly the forerunners of SaiJ.kara's tradition meant
by this word 'Avidya'.
The only predecessor whom SaiJ.kara expressly styles
as conversant with the Vedantartha Sampradaya, is Sri
GauQapada That teacher writes in his Kiirikiis
~~: ~~ (1~4"'Hd: I

~~:~· ~~il
at;ill\qI441~~.:~ I
31<:1jqf.. ~q<Eq"'1ql<i ~ ~ II

~. CIiJ. ~-~~, ~~.
"Dream is for him who sees things as other than what they are,
and deep sleep· is for him who knows not this truth. When the
misconception in these two cases is removed, one attains the Fourth."
OK. 1-15, 16.

It is clear that GauQapada treats both ignorance and
seeing things quite the other way as misconceptions. He
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says that one should awake from this two-fold long magical
dream before one sees Non-<:tuality. It was left to Sailkara,
as his one pre-eminent representative to state precisely
what this Viparyasa (misconception) consists in. As we
have already seen, he defined Avidya as the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-self and the
mistaken transference of their properties to each other.
Gau<;lapada also used the word Maya to <ienote some
unreal appearance such as that of what is produced by a
magician or the appearance of some dream phenomena.
Sailkara alone, clearly defined the undifferentiated seed of
differentiated names and forms of the unvierse as Maya
or Pralqiti. (SBh. 2-1-14, p. 201)

2.

Avidya and Maya confounded

It is a tragic travesty of Sailkara's teaching, introduced
by the earliest sub-commentator on Sailkara's SiitraBhashya, who makes Avidya and Maya identical in the
following extract :-

~ ~ra~cftfa'lijj(ll7Il '~, 'atSttI,ai(,

'"""""',
I'ft7IT'

"wzf2.'

~'a'I\1·,

'.::anwnnnr'
,~, '-.' "zT7mD'
- .... v- .. ~&.r.' -'--""#-",, tI.,·, ...... '-.,'

'm:', '~:', 'f.Iw',
iIJ'n '1ft1m, ~ lIf<l
\iflqcqlql~cfll

'Off1rm',

'~, '~

'-.'

~~.,

- 1ft( ~ lI'f lI'f

C(qlq~a iCi~+:;qdlq'i1d ~

~tJiiija:f'i~Rijii

{i~i(r-c.,,~A1:

~

Q~ I i(1 I'68I« .. ~tiN4i41 i<'U'!i~q~ftI. at."Il(jqt" ....

-ct. "qJ. ~o.
In this description of Avidyi, the postulated ignorance is not only identified with Miyl or Pralqiti, but is
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said to cover up the Brahmic nature of Reality and
transfolID It into a transmigratory Jiva. A residue of it,
is said to remain in sleep. All these three doctrines have
been foisted upon Sailkara, without shred of evidence
in the Bhashya.

a

3.

Avidya as the Material Cause

To add to this woeful twisting and torturing the
Bhashya, this very sub-commentator popularly believed to
be Padmapada, the direct disciple of Sankara - is responsible
for importing another doctrine and ascribing it to the fair
name of Sailkara Sailkara has not only defined Adhyasa
(which he says is the essence of Avidya), as 'tR5r 'l4fiEt1q'lI'El:
(the knowledge of a previously seen thing in relation to
something else), but also reiterates what he means by this
defmition when he writes ~ ';irq 31d~«I~futtcil ..uq (We
have said that what is called 'Adhyasa' is mi-staking
something for what it is not). It is crystal-clear that
according to that teacher, Adhyasa is a species of wrong
knowledge. Yet this sub-commentator twists Sailkara's
statement to mean what it really cannot. The Bhashya
says :fltt4liHf.tfll:a: ~ fltg;ft1iN '~, ~ ~~~ ~CfioqcUH<: II

31E4lijiil6lt'(.

"It is natural for human beings to believe (think and say) 'this
is me', 'this is mine', mixing up the real and the unreal owing to
a misconception."
Intro. SBh.

Ignoring this straightforward interpretation of Sankara's
statement, the sub-commentator writes :-
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~~;:r Xij~,RiiCfiI 3tfCltlPtlfm: ~Hq!GI~" ~ I~:
~~: II

1l. 'qJ.~.

'Mithyajiiana' is to be resolved into 'Mithya-ajiiana'.
Here by the word 'Mithya' is meant undefmability and
by 'Ajfiana' is meant the inert Avidya-potentiality as
opposed to consciousness. 'Vy~vahara' has this (Avidyapotentiality) for its 'Nimitta' or material cause !
Here every word in the original sentence, ~ been
twisted to mean something other than what it actually
does.
(1) Vyavahara (procedure in practical life) has been
turned into Adhyasa (the superimposed thing), (2) Ajiiana
(ignorance) - has been twisted to mean some inert
potentiality. (3) Mithya (wrong knowledge) has been forced
to mean undefinable either as being or non-being. And
(4) Nimitta f.Iflre (reason) has been tortured and made to
signify the material cause. The interpreter would compel
the reader to understand just what Acharya Sailkara does
not mean : 'Alt-wrong appearance is a transformation of
a material cause, the Avidyasakti. And this Ajiiana is
neither being nor non-being'. If Sailkara were present at
the time of this interpretation, he would certainly cry
'Oh ! save me from this friend !'.

4.

The Locus of Avidya

The earliest importer of the Avidya-doctrine. postulated
Avidya not only as attached to Jlvas but also as attached
to iitert things in the external world. For. according to
him, this Avidya-Sakti alone can give birth to unreal
appearance. Only in the case of external things. this
Avidya has a single purpose to serve. viz .. that of giving
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rise to false appearance. With regard to sentient bciugs,
however, it has a double function tv pelfonn, vi<~ < - i~
covers up the Brahmic nature of livas, ll..'1d causes them
to look like transmigratory beings.
We shall not enter into a consideration of the
controversy about whether or not the Avidya which is
supposed to pertain to insentient beings, is quite a different
species of Avidya or whether it is only a m~dification of
the original Avidya. We may also ignore the co~trovt!rsy
as to whether this Avidya resides in the Jiva or in
Brahman, or even as a third alternative, where it resides
in Pure Consciousness without any distinction. It is enough
to. note that all this is, according to Sailkara, a wild-goose
chase since this Avidya is, according to the fitst
promulgator of the novel doctrine, only a postulate assumed
to acc6unt for unreal appearances. The theory that the
unreal appearance itself, is an undefinable thing born out
of A vidya, may also be dismissed as an attempt to build
a castle in the air. The last wild theory to be dismissed
in this connection, is the number of Avidyas, whether it
is only one or as the number of Jivas !
Let us only remind ourselves that, according to
Sailkara, there is Avidya or mutual superimposition of-theSelf and the not-self, only in the empirical field. What
has Sailkara to say about the locus of this Avidys, may
be clearly seen in the following extract from his
commentary on the Siitras :~ j"iVNSiaflq:

? - 1ftr ~ ~~, ~ (f ~

~: I ~ lfR ~:

¥If I

~

lIfcr¢sft:r,

~
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"If it be asked 'To whom does this non-enlightenment
pertain ?', we reply, 'To you, who ask this question'.
(Objection :-) 'But the Sruti says that I am verily Isvara
Himself !'
(Reply :-) If you are thus enlightened, then we say 'There is
no ignorance, belonging to anyone."
SBh. 4-1-3, p. 465.

[Sailkara here proclaims that there is no nescience at
the transcendental level at all.]

5.

Brahman and Isvara

Inasmuch as the controversy about the object of
Avidya is closely connected with that about its locus, we
need not enter into details about it any more. We may
be quite satisfied with SaIikara's remark that Brahman, as
the real Self of the seeker, is the very object of enquiry
here at the empirical level of thought. When Brahman is
intuited as one's own Self, the question does not arise at
all.
We may now pass on to the question of the difference
between Brahman and Isvara. Sarikara says in his
commentary on the second Sutra :~~:

.... \Jj;q~fdil:s=.:i~: ~~: ~

~, '~' ~~: I .... Of ~$Qlij)f#:1~tljul+"4 ~:,

~tlImfc:4"qol'll.m ~ ~:

- lJ'fRICl ~ ~:,

~ ~qr - ~ tiillqP-l~ ~ II

11: 'If.

~-~-~,

'lIT. \S.

Here the Acharya first defines Brahman as the cause
of the birth, sustentation and dissolution of the universe.
He also says in the same breath, that, it is not possible
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to conceive that the cause can be anything other than this
Brahman or isv~~ omniscient and omnipotent. He
repeatedly uses terms like Isvara, Paramesvara and
MahesvlU"a for the non-dual Brahman throughout his
discussion about the cause of the universe.
This word iSvara, has been a stumbling block for
some followers of the sub.,commentators, who have tacitly
assumed that the ~pithet l§vara is unifomil~ reserved for
the Sa.JUlJ.e&vara (Brahman witll qualities presented for
meditation by the Srutis). While it is true that the Brahman
to be known as the enquirer's Self is not different from
Brahman to be meditated upon, it is not right to say that
Brahman is always qualified by attributes. Sailkara's
statements are crystal clear on this point :(.t)

""'''',*',f lJIJUf;

aq,Pi! ql~.'~E"I'f'1f: "d

1Jq1qR: II

"Now, conventiQDs l~e distinction of the meditated and the
are all at the level of Avidyi."
SBb. 1-1-12, p. 35

medi~,

(~) +q'tI'Cfi'"'-'d~q 11" 1I1f atCft:U(J-4d&i'il ";f ~ I
'~

~

~

r.t iifq;oq_Cl,tcfd"'Qq,." nt

1CRIfbr S atICfit(q(""~"4tfbt
I aql~"f~fttilEiIOf'f.I ft'lI1f.r II

"i,qf;ij(ifiltiftf':t ....

\ffiiiflif'f'it

~

'tf.

~

l-~-~~,

";f

1IT. l,-\\9.

We are told here that texts teaching Brahman without
IJlainly purport to reveal the nature of
Brahman, whereas texts describing ~rahman with qualities,
have not fh~ very descripiion their main purport, Cpr,
the reallrim of the iatter set of texts, is to enjoin meditation.
~pecific feature~,

as
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So, it is not whether or not there is the word lsvara in
a text that settles the question, but whether a partciular
text prescribes meditation or not.

6.

Brahman, the Omniscient and the Omnipotent
Being

Similarly, some interpreters of texts, are likely to be
misled by the epithets Sarvajiia (Omniscient) and
Sarva§aktimat (Omnipotent) in connection with Brahman
the frrst cause Miilak8raQ.am. But the Srutis according to
Sailkara, are not very particular even about these epithets.
As that Acharya writes :t<qqfltfJl'd.t1q...nqlfJ~tft

'fw

qqftr, ~ ~

CflI9qltJl{J~ I 1r "if {qlcq'ldl~q 'IeICiltfMI:fttCl1lllfJIAt!iQ"1

fqd"1lq",q'dq;I4ifi<ul~'I'dll~""" ~q'8Qi1. ft4'Ii1ilCFt:
~ cqq81<l'Qq4

1Iftf

I d~qfttfJlt'4qi\ql~qfb:r8<I~iij~q 'f~

l~ ~ \44i('~cel "if ;

';f

~ ~ ~

eqlqi~'ECI.~ srnqf.r fftt~f1ld&4ijq('Ci,f\cqq"(: ~ i I
~ ~. 1l-~.~", "qf. ~o~.

"In this way, He becomes the IAvara, (only) in conformity with
the conditioning as~iate of name and form create4 I?y ignorance,
in the same way as ether confpllJlS to conditioning aaaociates like
pots, jars etc. And He l11l~PV!f ~ Vij~ CJllJd Jivu, who
correspond to the pot-ethers etc. of the illustration in so far as they
are limited by the assQCi__s of aggrelates of body and lenses, whic;Jt
essentially are of the nature of Avidyl, but in reality are His own
self. 11tis lAvara-nature of OnuJi,cifllJf;' ud Omnipo,.""., /, only
relative to the conditioning IIISOC!," wbJoh i. of th_ "",,,,, 01'
A vidya, but there can be no coDli., ~k of til- lWl,uoIJ of thfl
Ruler and the ruled or OmniscifllJc, fic. ttom • ".".cendfllJuJ
stand-point."
SBh. 2-1-14, p. 201
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Isvara as the Omnipotent Cause

That Brahman is the 'cause' of the birth etc. of the
universe, and as such owns 'a variety of powers', is
therefore only within the domain of Vyavahara. This will
be obvious from the following two extracts from the
Sutra-Bhashya.
( ~) 'Efeft<IRb5t61 ~ 'tro ~ '('ti~q410ijoq't ~: i

~I~ ft~¥W:'Efeft<IRbcj'\ti~~: II

11: qf.

~-~-lo, -q'f. ~~~.

"It should be taken for granted that the Supreme Deity is
possessed of all powers. Why ? For it is revealed so. The Sruti
reveals that it is so, that the Supreme Deity is possessed of all
SBh. 2-1-30, p. 215.
powers."

This is from the Vedantic convention of teaching
that Brahman is the cause. But, at the higher level of
teaching, what is the Paramarthic Truth? Here is Sailkara's
dictum :(~) Gj'15NRlllCIffl Q(1lt'§('q~:, at~Ch~I~CEi 1llfOf:

lftf

~ 'Of ; ~~ .. r.t<lCfi(UI~ at+4lefeqltl I ~?!tft;1iqfq
ttQHQot"'l4lefeq'l

lftf

~ I 'Of ; dl~nqq;(qQfd q l~otq<(qltl I

i1~I~C{EtI~fS ~ "QIVr ~ ~ ~ ~
Af'aqIGlttl'R" ""Nt'lIl~q( if~~q'llt I I

11: qf. )C-l-t)C, -q'f. ""t.
"(Objection :-) Because of the Sruti teaching that the Universe
is born from, sustained by and dissolved in Brahman, we have to
conclude that Brahman has a number of powers.
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(Reply :-) No, because the Srutis negating specific features (of
Brahman) do not aim at teaching anything else.
(Objection :-) This having no other purport, is common to
Srutis teaching origin etc. (of the Univese) also.
(Reply :-) No, for they have the purport of teaching Unity.
(To explain :-) By means of illustrations like that of clay, the Sastra
teaches that Being or Brahman is real and every effect is unreal, and
as such, cannot reasonably be said to have origin etc. for its (main)
imPort."
SBh. 4-3-14, p. 498.

[Here it is expressly stated that the Sruti is not
aiming at teaching the origin etc. as such ; this teaching
is only to lead us to the conclusion that all effect is really
one with Brahman.]
Here is another reason to show that causality is not
taught for its own sake :(~) ~ l"1'(i('h'ql~ti<fl"1i ~" .. r.tijCfi(UI1Jfti"'nq't "Of

j1ftaOO .. tqfl:tdijelfqn,

? ~

~" .. r.HjCfi(UlfCIAf

~~ I "Of ~ i{licqf.i(4qcqttmltlqi.tft
Cfilfitt{ICfiI:tt,-m ~ ;

l(l ... efeqlfi6!45qq~:

1R'd'rf:
.... I ~-

~~ f.i(ICfii.,iijltlAfiNI«1eIQofqfl@l II ..... (~

•

Cise:C1lijC1«~"1'Cl. )

11: 'IT. "-1-~",". ",t.

"(Objection :-) Why again, should the texts teachina origin etc.
(of the universe) be regarded as subservient to the texts which negate
all characteristics (to Brahinan), rather than take the other texts
themselves as subservient to these texts ?
(Reply :-) This is our answer :- It iJ 10, beC&UH texts negating
all characteristics, teach (somethins) which leavH no room for further enquiry. After the intuition of the unity, eternity, purity and the
like (nature of Atman), surely there can be no mON room for any
further enquiry, for (then) therd i. the idea of on,'. havina ultimately
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reached the Highest Goal of human life and because the enlightened
ones are seen to have the feeiing of contentment etc. (after such
intuition). But the texts teaching origin etc. have no capacity to teach
anything that leaves no room f~r further enquiry."
SBh. 4-3-14, p. 498.

8.

What Is tbe Cause of the Universe?

The def!nition of Brahman as the cause, being disposed
of as a device to teach the Unity of Atman, -the discussion
of what exactly is the cause of the universe, loses its
further importance according to Sailkara's interpretation
of the Upanishads. We have already seen (para 2, p. 13)
that, empirically speaking, Brahman has all the necessary
powers for the creation, sustentation and dissolution of
the world. This is further explained in another context by
SaOkara himself, and his ultimate dictum in the matter is
disclosed thus :Oi~tiiCfifflq~", ~ "'iq..q<riiij~'" ~ &fi"diOZUCjidl(ii-

ifi":r dtEijl W4{eql '4lqf!\ ¢:q ;ft~ ", q
11ftm.ffi ; qi(qi1\~", "if . .

qf{uliqi~4csqq8iU(Jt(CEi

ijefcsqq8iUdld't Oiqf{oid't

Oic:dfl60~ I qioqi(Q1Gjqj5iNI"iq, Oifl1iiICfi~dflt "'Iq"q~(flt 1ftr
';f

f.t(qi1qtt1"QIVT: ~ II

'I: 'H. ~-~-~, '1IT. ~~~.

"Brahman in its special aspect conjured up by Avidyi, viz. the
aspect of name and fonn, Utiddflnable either as quite its own nature
or something quite distinct from it, (name and form) undefinable
either as quite its own nature or something quite distinct from it,
(name and form) bath differentiated and not dift'erentiated, (of Brahman in this special aspect) lends ill.lf al 8ubject to all conventions
like evolution; and, in Ita real natur., rcmaina transcending all such
conventioDs. This special ..poet conjured up by Avidya, being only
a play of words, the tact that Brahman 11 indivisible, remains
unaffected."
SBh. 2-1-27, p. 214.
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In the face of this wwnbiguous statement of Saflkara,
Post~Sankara Advaitins felt into the error of vain disputation

as to whether Brahman is the sole caulle or whether there
are other causes too ! Thus writes the author of the
Pafichapiidika-VivarRI)a :(~)

n

~Ai~I;ft4 q

i1~Cfii1PJtf.1I3"4j: ...

'Cftf

QIC4liflflfii1<t ~ ~

~ I i1ltjlft.CIIWft"'ltifiliff q

Uj'iNiI(uf, ~ (q) oti)dtEiilfiAl .. 'l; ~ "''''ill...i: -

~ i

1Ift'en' •

4t4iOll fltj I

1Rit4;

AG"'lifirt01 ."Irt.'1f"qi4rft I

ftl~C4liSq AQ"'Cifldlq'1i4U; ot~"(bi'ldntffltj"~.(1,
~ q

tq ..ql~~1

er.fiil'INlI(OI'l ~ I ~ 46i1~fJtji Uj'I<iifirtui

~,. \'C4CfI~q( .. 1ftr ~ II

".flf. ~~~.

Here ate a mnnber of fanciful theories all based On
the hypothetical Avidya :(1) Brahman (the original of reflection), endowed
with the power ttf Mayil.

(2) Brahman reflected in the Avid)'i-Mlyi.

(3) JiV8S themselves rtlanifest aI world cause through

this A"idyl the unity uf thll wut1d beina illusion.

(4) Brahman itself ~. 88 the world through Its
AvidyJi 8S one doefj In .a dream, All these fliahtl of fancy
on the basis of the hYfJotht.rtical Avidyl I

9.

Mahlvlkya. the sourc, 01 Final R,Ie."

Sat\kara in hil SUtrt-Bhbhy....in and a.aln writes
what sentence. like rlt-wam-at melD :-
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(~) r..C"~!l"fo'5if)fq'tla te~~tiI ~ ~
~ ctft:qtnf ~ ~ - ~ dCi1QCi1I" - qftcpf(!qd'lll
~ 'R. ~-~-~" '1IT. ~~~.

(~)

~ ~~ ~ijli'1ltif'tlaOf 3iq~i'1I((

aqq\ilfl:l«Q~~;fIq$hQOI'l ~ q;11l1,*1 ~ ~ II
~

(~)

'R.

~-)S'-~~,

'1IT.

~\9~.

atJ1mf ~ ~: ~ \J(Ci1\4q;I~q((

~: I Ofll"l~Cf~ ~ q'ktHH'l1l ~ 'R. ~-~-~o,

'1IT.

~o~.

(~) 31fq ':if ~ - '~d;tifZi ttiq«lef~ ~

(~)~: ti:alft(qIt7l~"'l~ i1fal1tql~fltd'lll
~

'R.

~-~-~,

'1IT.

~)S'.

In all the above cases, whatever be the nature of the
illustrations cited, Satikara's contention is that sentences
which teach the identity· of the individual self with
Brahman, invariably propose to remove the transmigratory
nature of the individual self.
The later Vedantins that follow the systems of subhowever, have given the name of
'Mahavakyas' to such texts and have insisted that in
interpreting these sentences, the primary meanings of both
the words Tat (Brahman) and Tvam (Jiva) have to be
abandoned and what has been called the Jahadajahat
comment~ies,
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Lakshat).a (giving up and retaining) or Bhaga Tyaga
Lakshat).a (giving up a part of the primary meaning) has
to be resorted to as in th~ case of understanding the
meaning of a sentence like ~ ~:. 'This person is the
same as that', where we give up all distinctive features
such as time, place etc. and retain the only person meant
by the statement All this is quite foreign to Sailkara's
way of interpretation as we have already explained.
Again, Sailkara has used illustrations like Ghatakasa
(Pot-ether) and Jala-Siiryaka (Reflection of the sun in
water). Strangely enough, these later interpreters have
taken sides with schools that insist that the Jiva is
Avachhinna (limited) by conditioning associates like the
mind or that the Jiva is an actual reflection of Brahman
in Avidya (Avidya-Pratibimba-Vada) !
Worse than all, is the belief of later Vedantins,
which has been handed down to our own times, that the
so-called 'Mahavakyas' are actually Mantras in which the
disciples have to be initiated by an adept Guru. What is
most ludicrous about it, is that even credited representatives
of Sailkaracharya, do continue to believe that Sailkara has
founded four different Mathas or monasteries in the four
cardinal points of Bharata Desh, and the heads of each
of such Mathas have been exhorted by him to propagate,
in an unbroken traditional line of teachers and disciples,
one of the four Mahavakyas ; each of which stands for
one Veda ! All this, in blissful ignorance of the fact that
Sailkara had never called them Mahav8kyas I Internal
quarrels are not wanting among the followers of Mathas,
and even among Mathadhipatis, about deciding the
genuineness of Mathas, mainly on the basis of the
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Mahavakya that is being traditionally handed down by
Gurus !
10. Differences about SravaJ}.a and other means to
knowledge
One of the strong pillars on which SaiIkara's traditional
school of interpretation stands unshaken, is that Brahman
is not taught as subservient to any injunction. He proclaims
at the top of his voice that words like
seeming to convey some injunction.
rc.~,*llilr.t

lff:

"Cf'iR1f.r

~:, -~:

though

tql"qIft4 q;S411%fl:;t"'lirc.!i@) q; (Ollli l ;ft~

II

"We say that they are for the purpose of turning one, back
from the object towards which the mind naturally tends to proceed.
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 19.

And in the face of this certain sections of subcommentators persist in holding that these are really
enjoined :~: - ~ ~ q'1'1f.tr~i2fH"'1Ii4i lfItwfiqQ;14-

~~~~~~I ••••• ~-:q~
lMlefqijQ'{ aq~"qQI;fl

"FTCIFl

~: eli41:q!16tliijQSlfli

"litlijeli4'1"$~I'1I\Q ~C{I"ijCjICflifc4:qI{ ~ ~:, ~
AiQ;ln'-~ Ef li lfl~ljitO(SlliQjilrqCfiQfq
'~ "tQr\ilj~lel' -'~ II

~

~

'E!.'Ililiile

-q. fq. 3lCI'.

The above excerpt clearly states that the very first
Sutra of BadaraYaI)a, proposes to decide the subJectmatter, the qualified student called to study. and the result
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of such study of the injunction of Sr8V81)8, even while the
Bhashya does not smell of it ! The author of Paiichapadika
on which the above is a commentary, actually says that
Srav8l).a and other means are recommended in this eulogistic
statement!
Another sub-commentator sees in these means the
steps leading t9 Samadhi (trance) as recommended by
Patanjali
3l3I' ~ 'IRfClr ~ 'u<u'ilq~~I:, r.t~f4Ift1d&j ~

t4I;f1q~~I:, ~: - ~ {j'U~{i\q~~I: II

~'tIT. ~~~.

How he managed to imagine reference to these items
of Yogic discipline, even while there is no inkling of any
reference to them in the original Sruti, passes one's
understanding !
We may ignore the internal quarrel among the
sub-commentators concerning the question of the principal
means to Jiiana, to which the other two are subservient.
But we must not forget to note that Sailkara himself
declares that Srav8l).a alone is quite sufficient to produce
Jiiana in the case of the most highly qualified seekers :~

j"tRjOIQ(ft;1i

"t1~l+a~lqrc.q4ci(l'1~ul:

qC(I~"q:

~~, tI*jqRl {jcp5:a;~CI d\ttqftjqliMldql'i"-§'t. II
~ 'qT. "'-~-~,

1fT.

,,~~.

Here we are told that the only obsctacles to the
intuition of one's identity with Brahman, are ignorance.
doubt and misconception and no such thing as the
hypothetical 'Avidya-Sakti' surmised by the subcommentary schools, is hinted at. Again. we are told by
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Sailkara in so many words, that a single suggestion by
the text 'That thou art' is quite sufficient to enlighten
those that have no difficulty to overcome about the true
meaning of the words 'That' and 'thou' used in the text.
And there is no insistence of the practice of all the three
means in the case of the highly qualified students. This
unequivocal declaration has been ignored by the later
Sailkarites.

11. Final Release
There is no ambiguity whatever with regard to Final
Release, either in the Srutis or in the Bhashya. Sailkara
quotes three texts and writes :(~) ~~: ~~S4faGC ..... ~<tf-aql':4itq 31lcq~I"1'E4
~ ~ II

~ '1T. ~-~-)(, 'tIT. ~~.

"These and other Srutis teach that the effect of Atmajiiiina, is
only the removal of (nescience) the obstable to Release."
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 15.

[Release which is already there, manifests itself as
soon as ignorance is removed. Knowledge does not create
Release.]
(~) ~

!

qRqil·~cii ifc~f"1f4'l, ~ ~,

(1cffctfsti41<f1d'(, Af4q'<t'(, f~(q4q'(, 'E'C14~ra:~; ~

~~~~~~I~~
..u~11
"This, however, is really real, unchangingly eternal, all-pervading like the ether, devoid of all modifications, ever-content, without
parts, self-effulgent by nature. This is that unembodiedness called
Release, wherein good and bad deeds together with their effects and
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time, consisting of the three periods of time, never flourish."
SBh. 1-1-4, p. 14.

(~)

*

':if ~ai'Etiq4 ~c:ftcffct"i!4it( ~ ~ ~

q;~<fa:(iClqi'Et«ll~t(

';f

f.1Nft1",~i1ictqct ~

~ ~

atf't aii46

I ~

'N'Etifj«cf\i:Uq I

amI'lf
';f ':if

M41+1'1'd)~q;i!4rt'tc61sftmlr:~, f.1ifjcelCiI ",tUMii1ictlC( I

~~fcmr ~ I <Rlmlm ~(j~(lNRt+l"'~ ~
~ ';f~~ q;~«fa:(iCl4'q~~ II
~'IJT. ~-"'-~~, 'qT. ~,.

Here SaIikara expressly declares that neither in the
knowledge of Brahman, nor in the Final Release, can
there be gradations. Strictly speaking, Mukti 'or Release
is already there, for it is of the very nature of Brahman,
which is ever-existing. And the knowledge of Brahman,
being of the very stuff of intuition, is absolutely changeless
being beyond time and no effect of any religious deed
performed.
Nevertheless, followers of the sub-commentary schools
have imagined gradations in the knowers of Brahman Brahmavid (knower), Brahmavidvara (better knower),
Brahmavidvariya (still better knower), and Brahmavidvarishfha (the best of knowers) !
As for Mukti (Freedom), it is obvious that according
to SaIikara, knowledge reveals Mukti instantly. Empirically
speaking, however, he says that misconception even after
sublation, may continue to appear like the knowlcdge
of the double moon occuring to some one owing to
cataract :-
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iU~dqfq ! ~ ft-q~~l'1q( e'@.fiI(q$(Ii( CfI~(iifiI~'{

~l{Cf II

'l!: ~. ,,-~-~~, '111'. ~.

Unable to distinguish the two stand-points of view,
empirical and transcendental, the Post-SaDkara Vedantins
have built up various theories in this respect.
(~)

CflRolfc:i'lqsfif

CflI~i"j,Rt:

~ ;

~.

e.~Cfi4etCfll<lCll df'G:qICfletCfll<lC( en ~sfif $(It)~ra: II
'if. fir.'1I1'. ~~~.

Here the living-free knower of Brahman is said to
continue to bear his body, because of the initial velocity
of fructified Karma - according to Mm;u;iana. Being a
realistic Vedantin, he could not appreciate SaiJkara's
discussion of 'the continuance of the misconception' though
sublated by correct knowledge.

~. fir., '111'. ,,~.

The author of Il?ta-Siddhi believes not merely in
Smpskara, but also a little bit of it !
(~) atfE4al~~

en

Cfi4~$(lq( e'@.fij{$(I<"If\t~tqd ~

f.rom1:t II
The author of the Vivar~a admits
an alternative, a bit of Avidya !
How the undefinable Avidya-Sakti
real material cause of something and
affecting even a free knower, is really

-ci. fif., '111'.

~o~.

Samskara or, as
happens to be a
how it persists
passing strange.
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On the whole, the Post-Smikara Advaitins may be
said to lean towards the doctrine of Bharqu-Prapaficha,
who held that Moksha was of two kinds, one being
realization of Brahmic nature during this life, and the
other merging. in Brahman after the fall of the body. In
any case, they have completely ignored Sarikara's teaching
that Moksha is self-established, and has only to be
intuited by the wisdom of the secondless Atman.
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